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Introduction

DEAR READERS
"Don't make your customers happy, make happy customers!"

Organic agriculture has been leading the
debate on food quality since the beginning making it one of the most significant
innovators in the entire food sector for
decades. This development work has yielded
various fruits: Today, organic products are
an integral part of our daily lives and have
developed into a worldwide success story.
Organics have landed in the midst of society.
But how will it continue from here on out?
In which direction do organics want to
develop and in which direction should they
develop? What are the new objectives and
challenges? Answers to these questions can
be best found when we look at the phenomenon of organics against the backdrop of the
most significant social developments that
will characterise our consumer culture in
the future.
The overall assessment shows that big opportunities open up for organics primarily
when producers, processors, gastronomy
and retail succeed in also establishing a deep
understanding for the interrelationships
of nature, which organic agriculture has
developed, in people's everyday consumptive behaviour. To be able to do so, the
organic scene must, on the other hand, also
develop just as much understanding for the
constantly changing realities of consumers.
Only then can it emphasise the right
aspects, create the right strategies and offer
products and services that make a sustainable and worthwhile future possible for
both producers as well as consumers.
With this study, we want to prepare the
ground, spark ideas and get inspiration from
other sectors as well so that the players in
the organic scene not only secure a competitive edge against other manufacturers and
service providers but also to make "Organic
3.0" the embodiment of consumer culture of
the future.

Hanni Rützler
Author of the "Organic 3.0" study
Zukunftsinstitut and futurefoodstudio

(Dharmesh Shah)

For the last 25 years, the international
organics sector has been meeting annually
at BIOFACH, the world's leading trade fair
for organic foods. To mark this occasion,
together with players from the sector we
have made it our goal to focus on the future
of organic agriculture and the organic food
industry. What has to happen so that the
central values of the players and those
of their market actually become popular
within society so that more and more people
start consuming and enjoying in an ecologically sound way, thereby doing something
good for themselves, their well-being and
for the environment at the same time? From
the field to the fork - it's about exchange
and communication along the whole value
creation chain about aspects like resources,
transparency and impact. With this study
we wish to make a contribution to this
discussion.
These days trade fairs are no longer just a
market place; it's about much more than
surface area and infrastructure. Trade fair
teams like the one from BIOFACH and VIVANESS, the trade fair for natural cosmetics,
which has been taking place concurrently
since 2007, are a part of the sector today and
cooperate with it. We are called on to bring
people together, create spaces for networking and the exchange of knowledge as
well as creating unforgettable experiences
for our clients.
In 2014, BIOFACH is all about Organic 3.0. We
hope that the fresh concepts contained in
the study at hand about social mega-trends
and their effects on the organics sector, will
not only enliven the anniversary edition
of the four trade fair days, but also provide
inspiration and impulses for the future!
We hope that our customers, exhibitors and
visitors enjoy the inspiring reading material
and a successful 25th BIOFACH!

Udo Funke
Head of Events
BIOFACH and VIVANESS
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100 YEARS OF ORGANICS:
LOOKING BACK WITH A PREVIEW
The evolution of organics on various levels illustrated over a period of 100 years

PIONEERING PHASE
Organic is born as an idea

1920
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World War II

World War I

EVENTS

"NABU"
Artificial fertilizer

"Bebauet die Erde" (Cultivate the Earth) magazine
The "Edaphon" study (studies on ecology ...)

Founding of the Soi

Founding of organic-dynamic cultivation by Rudolf Steiner

ORGANIC HISTORY

The start of natural farming
First use of the Demeter logo
Criticism and striving towards a natural condition

ORGANIC DIVERSITY
Organic vegetables and fruit

ORGANIC INNOVATIVE POWER
Innovation through opposition to the industrialisation of agriculture

1920
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100 years of organics

Continued on
next page >

ADAPTATION
Organics are taken up by the first farmers
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1960
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Start of the consumer protection movement
Industrialisation of food production
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il Association in Great Britain

The first concepts for organic viticulture
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1. Germany's health food stores in Berlin

Swiss Farmer's Homeland Movement
Switzerland

Start of natural organic farming according to Müller/Rusch
Responsibility of agriculture for homeland, nature and creation

Organic grain

Innovation through marketing and
thematic leadership in regard to food quality

1950

1960

1970
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100 YEARS OF ORGANICS:
LOOKING BACK WITH A PREVIEW
COMMERCIALISATION
Organics are taken up by major amplifiers (trade, associations)
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Organic building materials
Organic cotton
Organic hotels
Organic meat

Innovation through
product range expansion

1980
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1990

100 years of organics

DIFFERENTIATION
Organic becomes a mainstream code
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Mega-trend check

Our world is constantly subject to change.
However, certain constants escape many
of the big change processes, which we,
following the model of John Naisbitt, call
mega-trends. These mega-trends are the
cornerstones of our work; the blockbusters,
so to speak, in trend research. They describe
epochal changes that affect us all because
they are by definition ubiquitous, global and
long-lasting (duration periods of at least
50 years). The study "Organic 3.0" asks the
question: How do mega-trends affect the
organic sector?
Our mega-trend check provides answers,
explains the status quo and reveals potential
for the future.
Mega-trends, which are multi-layered
and multi-dimensional trends - are trend
current clusters that exert an evolutionary
pressure on society, business and on our
culture. Mega-trends have a reciprocal
influence on each other and also always
generate counter-trends, which can point in
the other direction in the short or medium
term. Generally speaking, they indicate the
direction but not the result itself. In this
sense, mega-trends push-start many aspects
of social behaviours. What society will look
like in the future and/or in what areas the
changes will become evident is the result of
specific social negotiation and communication processes.
When one observes the mega-trends in the
moment, they seem slow and sedate. Specific
and intense confrontation is necessary in
order to step-by-step be able to look to the
future with their help. The rewards are new
perspectives, knowledge and insights about
the world and its developments. Manifestations and the spread of slow changes can
also be recognized in a larger context hereby,
even in areas where one did not expect
them.
In our latitude, for instance, the megatrend of "Globalisation" is forcing confrontation with the subject of origin and
regionalism, while at the same time, the
mega-trend of "Neo-Ecology" is making sustainability a mainstream topic. Both trends
threaten to push the topic of organics out of
consumer focus.

with a far reaching transformation of work
and the question of what its significance
will be for society and for the individual
in the future. This results in the following
questions for the organic scene: Which tasks
must organic agriculture fulfil in the future?
Just food production, landscape protection,
rural conservation, or all of it together? Do
we want to promote intensive or extensive
production methods? Which role does selfsufficiency play in the society of the future?
And what is its value for society?
In this first chapter, we consider the question of how mega-trends will influence the
concept of what a society considers to be
"good food" or rather "good food quality" in
the near future. We will refer primarily to
the six mega-trends that are particularly
relevant for organics. They show the effects
that trend developments have on what
people expect from food processors and
the retail market in a modern consumption
environment.
We will be looking primarily at the
German-speaking markets. Although
mega-trends are recognisable worldwide
this does not mean that they develop
everywhere at the same speed and that
they advance equally. When we speak
about the changes in the organic scene
in the years to come we see six central
influential factors that will determine,
which offers will be accepted by users,
consumers, customers and/or prosumers,
and which ones won't. They are based on
change processes that can be described in
six mega-trends, which will significantly
influence how we view food production,
buying, cooking, eating and dieting behaviour as well as our understanding of good
nutrition in the years to come:
Individualisation
Connectivity
Neo-Ecology
Globalisation
Health
Mobility

Rationalisation through technical and
structural development in industrialised
society has put the question of work, as a
central aspect of shaping one's life, on the
agenda worldwide for a long time. We call
this mega-trend "New Work" because it deals
11
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MEGA-TREND

INDIVIDUALISATION
DIY PRINCIPLE
MULTIGRAPHY
PHASE FAMILIES
KNOWLEDGE
COMMUNITY

The mega-trend of Individualisation is one of the greatest driving forces
that massively changes society and business - worldwide. It leads to an
enormous differentiation of concepts of life, careers, market niches and
models of understanding the world.

ME-CLOUD
FEEDBACK
COMMUNITY
QUALITY OF LIFE
SELFNESS
LIFE DESIGN
LIFE BALANCE
CORPORATE
HEALTH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
MEANINGFUL
MARKETS
SMALL WORLD
NETWORKS
FABBING
SINGLE
COMMUNITY

Individuality means freedom of choice.
Self-determined decisions about where to
live, which career to pursue, which form of
sexuality to practice and of course what,
when, how and where to eat. Individualisation is the process of broadening the scope
of freedom as well as opportunities for individuals. Standard-setting institutions like
politics, science or the church lose authority
and place the responsibility of
answering the question of how to live
properly in the hands of the individual. Or
as media philosopher Norbert Bolz put it:
"Meaning is increasingly becoming a private
matter."
This changes the relationship to food.
Nutrition is increasingly becoming a tool on
the search for the self, a tool for
self-realisation, self-experience and

self-expression. What one eats will be just
as meaningful in the future as what one
doesn't eat (any more). Certain foods, but
also compiled nutritional philosophies
become a means of personal expression.
Eating, described by historians as a "long
lasting phenomenon" is thereby becoming
less matter of fact. It is applied as a tool
for self-restraint, personality enhancement, conscious communitisation and/or
definition, improving the world or provocation. Individualisation when eating is an
emotional appreciation of the subject. The
selection of food, dishes, their preparation,
recipe, origin etc. becomes an expression
of personal values and thereby a form of
self-expression.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

What does "organic" stand for?
How must organics develop,
in order to be able to satisfy
their own claims in the future?
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MEGA-TREND

CONNECTIVITY
SOLOMO

The power of networking permeates all areas of life. At the moment, this
trend has the biggest influence on all other trends.
It describes the new organisation of people in networks - throughout
society and worldwide. Because everything is linked.

POP-UP-MONEY
E-COMMERCE
INTERNET OF
THINGS
E-HEALTH
FEEDBACK
COMMUNITY

The internet and digitalisation permeate
all areas of human life and change society,
economy and culture. The web has long
since become a meta-medium of daily life
and a natural daily companion anytime and
anywhere. In the future, not only will people
will be communicating with each other
via the "internet of things" but machines
will be too. However this change is overtly
technical; the true impact is in the social
sphere. The trend towards openness opens
companies and administrative structures
outwards. It is driven by the demand for
transparency, which is reshaping all of
society.

hide? This makes outward communication
much easier. However, communication in
the future must convert this networking
into simple surface designs so that good
solutions can really be spoken of. So that
complexity remains operable. The challenge is already in the brand core of organic:
Simply better! This word becomes a key task
in shaping and supervising the new area of
communication with customers.

This opens up big opportunities for
the organic scene. Because doesn't organic
agriculture think in self-contained circuits,
isn't it highly networked and has nothing to

ME-CLOUD
KNOWLEDGE
COMMUNITY
CREATIVE ECONOMY
OPEN EDUCATION
BIG DATA
OPEN INNOVATION
COLLABORATION
FLEXIBILITY
SOCIAL NETWORKS
ENERGY GRIDS
LIVING MAPS
SMART DEVICES
SMALL WORLD
NETWORKS
DIGITAL LIFESTYLE
CROWD SOURCING
REAL DIGITAL

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

How can the organic scene make
the specific process quality of organic
food production sensibly comprehensible
to customers?
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MEGA-TREND

NEO-ECOLOGY
CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
ORGANIC BOOM
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

The mega-trend of Neo-Ecology describes the great social change process
towards a resource efficient, sustainable economy with an underlying new
understanding of nature at its core.

GREEN JOBS
SOCIAL BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONSCIOUS
MEANINGFUL
MARKETS
SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY
GREEN INVESTMENT
E-MOBILITY
GREEN TECH
ENERGY GRIDS
SHARING
FAIR TRADE
REUSE, REDUCE,
RECYCLE
URBAN MINING
URBAN FARMING

If one wanted to name the "relationship
status" of ecology, one might say: It's complicated. No other mega-trend provokes so
much heated debate like the question of sustainable consumption, resource conservation and energy supply. Ethics and monetary
valuation battle fiercely over the planet on
which we all live. It is becoming more and
more clear hereby: Efficiency is the way to
green prosperity and economic stability.

and the differences have blurred. Instead
of defensively distancing from the innovative competition, in the future a broadened
strategy is necessary that will continue to
write the holistic philosophy of organic
agriculture for the entire product cycle. Not
only can one dock onto the offensive power
of the past with it but also use it to lead
organics into the future.

On the one hand, this new awareness
is doing the groundwork for organic products. At the same time, organics are getting
competition from a new kind of "Natural
Product" because differentiation between
"conventional" and "organic" was only being
made up until the first decade of the new
millennium. In the meantime, the distance
between them has become much smaller

MIXED MOBILITY
POST-CARBON
SOCIETY
SMART BUILDINGS

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

How can you transfer the process-oriented understanding of quality inherent in organic agriculture
to the entire product cycle?
What does it mean for processed products and
recipes, packaging and design, labelling and
distribution?
14
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MEGA-TREND

GLOBALISATION
GLOBALISATION

Even though globalisation is as old as humanity itself: The shift of power
in the direction of Asia, the awakening of South America, the digitalisation and the enormous mobility of people and goods opens up a path to a
global culture that the world hasn't experienced yet.

GLOBAL BRANDS
DECENTRALISATION
POWER REGIONS
KNOWLEDGE
COMMUNITY
CREATIVE ECONOMY
POWER OF PLACE

The earth has become a peaceful place,
although the number of people living on
the planet is greater than ever. There are
regions of the world whose populations are
rapidly growing and others that are learning
the great art of ageing. Massive digitalisation has made the world accessible with the
click of a mouse that provides an endless
amount of data, while also promoting strong
regional awareness. We see billions of people
in crowded urban centres while entire tracts
of land are thinning out. We see a global flow
of goods, but at the same time local centres
of knowledge are springing up in urban
conglomerations. We live in a world full of
contradictions. The economy will have to
deal with more complexity and diversity,
rediscover regional cycles and bring forth
more transparent structures. Knowledge
will replace resources in many areas thereby

drastically increasing eco-efficiency. Globalisation is leading to a world of networked,
robust systems in which multi-polar politics
draw up new, common playing rules.
This has already been achieved for the
organics segment on a general level. Now
it is a matter of continuing to develop the
playing rules to a regional level and making
them transparent. The necessity to differentiate culturally and regionally while at the
same time remaining globally connected will
also characterise the coming years. It will be
essential for organic products to have complex answers at the ready in a world that
is becoming more complex. A multi-polar
world requires the competence to deal with
complexity and real progress.

DIVERSITY
SOCIAL NETWORKS
FAIR TRADE
REUSE, REDUCE,
RECYCLE
MEGA-CITYS
GROWTH
CLUSTERS
NEW LOCAL
WORLD POWER
CHINA
GLOBAL CULTURE
MULTI-POLAR
WORLD ORDER
EMERGING
MARKETS

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

Which products should be regionalised, which ones
should adapt culturally?
How can you keep global food security in mind while
at the same time developing regional answers?
How can you aspire to extensive agriculture and increase yield at the same time?
15
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MEGA-TREND

HEALTH
HEALTH
MANAGEMENT
ORGANIC BOOM
NUTRITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE
COMPLIMENTARY
MEDICINE

We live in a health society. Never before has health been as significant as
it is today. The mega-trend of Health permeates all areas of life, influencing all markets and industries and is considered to be a buying incentive
per se. The health market is and will remain an important cornerstone in
the future.

CORPORATE HEALTH
LIFE BALANCE
LIFE DESIGN
SELFNESS
QUALITY OF LIFE
FEEDBACK
COMMUNITY
E-HEALTH
HEALTH STYLE
LIFE ENERGY
PUBLIC HEALTH

The self-reflexive individualised health of
the Selfness-Phase will transfer into a new
approach in the years to come. The goal
objective of overall health will be striven for
via active self-optimisation: Healthiness the search for strength and life energy. The
decisive question hereby will be: Where will
people get their energy from in the future
in order to not always be stressed out and
basically exhausted as they go through life?
Knowledge about the human body and its
functions is growing steadily. Steadily differentiated individual diagnostic as well as new
scientifically based healing methods but
also a stronger awareness of health among
individuals is contributing primarily to the
changing understanding of health. Digital
networking is creating new possibilities of
communication both for patients among
themselves as well as between doctor and
patient.

Nutrition has been considered to be
the spearhead of the health movement for
many years. However, after many years of
self-experimenting on the subject of control
(diet, renouncing certain ingredients), and/
or with adapted products (functional food),
a desire for holistic solutions is starting to
become apparent. A clear, compact concept
on the meal-level is sought after with great
taste that makes it easier for individuals
to feed themselves in a healthy and fresh
way, playfully taking on the subject of
"more vegetables and fruits" and satisfying
the philosophy of quality. Soft Health are
the new magic words that organics will no
longer be able to do without.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

Organics have - from a scientific point of view - no
unique selling points with regard to healthy nutrition. However, what opportunities could a holistic
approach have in the future that takes the subject
beyond the individual level?
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Mega-trend check

MEGA-TREND

MOBILITY
In the 21st century, the world is not only characterised by an increasing
growing need for mobility but also primarily by the increasing variety of
mobility types.

INTERFACE
DESIGN
THIRD PLACES
VENDING CULTURE
M-COMMERCE
LIFE BALANCE

Our life and economy has been characterised by a constant increase in mobility and
simultaneous acceleration since the start
of the 19th century at the latest. Mobility
is the basis of our life and business activities. Acceleration has become a synonym
for modernity, a free society and for the
achievements of the global market. Mobility
of people, goods and food - it all has an
essential enabling character. Being mobile
is the basic requirement for social participation, social advancement, economic growth,
self-actualisation and individual success.
The ability of a society to stay competitive in
the future is directly dependent on mobility.
It is an indicator for growth and at the same
time the basis for opportunity equality. Our
personal mobility decides whether we will
make the right decisions in the future and
whether we will be able to unite our professional and private goals, wishes and needs
thereby increasing our quality of life.

For the organic scene, mobility means
new markets, proximity to customers and
also letting go of origin. Mobility holds risks
and uncertainties but also provides a greater
diversity of options and the opportunity to
discover new things and gain experience.
Increasing mobility also supports the power
and strength of specific locations. These will
become stronger, create identity and trust
and bring people together It is sometimes
worthwhile for producers, processors and
providers to also not be mobile themselves
and instead to become a real harbour for
customers. To become a place that is not
only defined by the sale of products but also
by an environment that inspires, enables,
connects and encourages connection, a
place that encourages playful learning and
especially enables sensory experience.

CO-WORKING
E-MOBILITY
FLEXIBILITY
ON-THE-GO
MARKETS
POWER OF PLACE
END-TO-END
TOURISM
24/7 SOCIETY
MIXED MOBILITY
BIKE BOOM
ARRIVAL CITIES
CAR SHARING
NON-MOTORISED
TRANSPORT

FOR FURTHER
REFLECTION
Organics have
- from a scientific point of view - no unique selling points

with regard to healthy nutrition.

What can a magical organic-flagship-shop-officehabitat look like?

17
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ORGANIC CLUSTERS FOR TOMORROW

GLOBAL
CULTURE

W

Picture: © iStockphoto/4x6

e have long since been living in a
global culture. The globalisation of
our world continues to march onwards while
communities everywhere are training themselves
in becoming citizens of the world. However, culture
as well as the system is not quite capable of withstanding it at the moment. Many of our crisis get their
power from a complex environment that is not easy to
understand - where one cannot simply continue navigating
using old methods. This also applies to everyone that deals
with organic foods, natural circuits and resources. Whether it be
organic farmers or organic producers, processors or consumers: We
are all part of a global culture and will learn how to move in it. The
subjects range from the basic question of sustainability to daily consumption. The challenges and opportunities are equal in size.

18

Global culture

SP     TLIGHT 1

AND NOW TO QUICKLY SAVE THE WORLD!*
Sustainability is becoming a fundamental dynamic of our society. It is thereby also a new challenge for the organic scene.
*Hit-song by Tim Bendzko

If you want to be sustainable you need to have enough money to be able
to do so. Fair Trade coffee, organic food, organic cotton, heat pumps and
electrical cars are more expensive than "conventional" products. In the
future, the sustainability mandate will more and more become a daily
activity. Not only for organic products. Our society can and must afford
sustainability. Not only is there a demand for politics to provide the
legislative framework conditions, but also producers, trade and last but
not least, we the consumers.

The world is becoming smaller in our
networked global culture - nobody can hide
any more and wait for someone to do something. A new group dynamic is emerging
that is operative beyond the organic scene
(producers, processors, distributors, restaurateurs and consumers). This is a good
thing, but it is robbing the organic scene of
its unique selling points. Environmentally
friendly management (especially in regard
to waste and energy efficiency), resourceconserving production and social responsibility are becoming part of the living
Corporate Social Responsibility of more and
more conventional operations - beyond mere
"Greenwashing".
Many consumers will therefore ask themselves in the future whether it is really
necessary to buy expensive organic products
when they can also "save" the world with
conventional products made in sustainable
production - when they can be responsible
world citizens without organic certification.
The organic scene is hereby confronted with
completely new challenges.

market. However the conquest of the mainstream market (driven primarily by the
organic own-labels used in trade) has had
two consequences: The success put conventional producers under pressure to increasingly adapt their production methods to the
"natural ideal". This reduced the distance

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "ORGANIC" AND
"NATURAL" IS GETTING SMALLER
What consumers associate with organic and/or natural foods
(figures in percent))
64

Absence of pesticides

46
60

Absence of herbicides

45
59

No growth hormones

49

No artificial flavours,
colours, preservatives

56
56
55

No antibiotics

The competitive edge of organics
compared to conventional products
is decreasing.
For a long time it has been sufficient for
many products to just be "organic" in order
to positively differentiate themselves from
others and be successful in a growing niche

46

No GMOs (genetically
modified organisms)

46
Understanding

54

organic foods
natural foods

Source: Organic and Natural, Hartman Group 2012
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and social subject areas.

THE MOST IMPORTANT ZONES OF
SUSTAINABILITY

Quality as a perpetual
social debate
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AL ZONE

Z
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Fair Trade
Community Involvement

ON

AL

Animal Welfare

Waste
Disposal
Resource
Preservation
Energy
Consumption

Money
Circulation
Scale
Ownership

NE

EC

O

M

IC

ZO

ON

Employment Practices

ON E

Communicating
Sustainability
Personal Safety
Health Quality
Household Finance

EN

VI R

N
O N M E N TA L Z O

E

Source: Hartman Group 2011

between organic and conventional
products - at least in the consumer's
perception (compare Fig. with a survey
of American consumers on page 19). The
ever-growing selection of organics that is
available in almost every supermarket in
Germany involuntarily inspired sceptics
with the idea: If "organic" isn't always really
organic and can't be seriously differentiated from conventional products that are
produced in an environmentally friendly
manner ("natural food"), it will confuse the
consumer who has an affinity for organics in
the long run.
As always, there are many good reasons to
reach for products originating from organic
agriculture. It guarantees that no genetically
modified plants have been used and that
the standards of animal treatment is higher.
Plus the environment is conserved: Conventional agriculture uses more energy for
instance for synthetic fertiliser and sprays,
not to mention for water. In addition, the
ground is heavily burdened. However, today
"organic" is no longer enough to gain points
as the pioneer of sustainability.
Today the concept of sustainability has
grown far beyond the original agricultural
production. Today, the most important
zones of sustainability, in addition to the
environment, are the personal, economical
20

The understanding of food quality mirrors this continual social debate about
sustainability quite well. A long time now,
it has also no longer been solely driven
by science, quality managers, legislative
and other institutions, but increasingly
by consumers themselves. Furthermore,
organic consumers are not a homogeneous
group. Core and/or intensive buyers, occasional or rare buyers have differing ideas
and interests when it comes to integrating
organics into their lives - and these change
over time. For some, a pristine environment is more important, others focus more
on their own health and others on the
culinary value of organic products.
Those with a holistic understanding
internalise the subject of organics and
deal with it intensively. They continuously inform themselves and thereby have
detailed knowledge about the organic
market. Organic producers and distributors can no longer concentrate on these
core and intensive buyer groups thereby
neglecting the occasional consumers of
organics.
Consumer interest on the subject of sustainability has grown systematically over
the last few years. The awareness of the
necessity for sustainable business activities is now also influencing the buying
behaviour of consumers. However the
perception that companies and consumers
have when it comes to the subject of
sustainability are far from being the same.
Consumers are mainly unsatisfied with
how retail trade implements and communicates sustainability.

The fact that knowledge of sustainable
action is not always followed by actions
is due to a long learned pattern of
buying. Ultimately, everyone would like
to do something good for the environment. However, patterns of "good, i.e.
sustainable buying" are far from being
as established as the search for the best
price. This is an opportunity for trade
and producers! In the coming years
new rules of shopping conduct will be
asserted.

INSPIRATION

Sustainability is not only important in the production process

Global culture

BEST PRACTICE

BEST PRACTICE

Use it twice

Unpackaged

Organic Refill Grocery in London
The name is programme: Unpacked is the name
of the stylish food store with an adjoining bar in
the Hackney district of London. The eco-vision
of a world without wasteful packaging, that
cause the garbage mountains to keep getting
bigger, has been realised by Catherine Conway
and her young team together with designers
in a unique concept store. Whoever wishes
to shop there must bring their own container
to be filled. This not only saves packaging
material but also gives customers the freedom
to purchase as much as they like - which
was normal for us until the middle of the last
century - although it is easy to be tempted to
buy more amongst the sensory and aesthetically
pleasing product presentation. Added value for
the environment: Reduction of CO2, no packaging garbage and the customers throw away
less food because of the adequate quantity of
their purchase.
beunpackaged.com

They are among the stars of the various Design
Weeks around the world. Packaging that doesn't
land in the garbage right away. However they
all too rarely end up on the market either. From
Puma's Clever Little Bag, a shoebox that can be
used as a shopping bag afterwards, the Eggyplay, dishwasher-safe, environmentally friendly
egg packaging that can be used as a toy, to the
packaging for the Philips Activa portable MP3
that can be used as a practical, reusable water
bottle when working out. Particularly when it
comes to high quality organic products - whether
food or cosmetics - (ecological) optimised
packaging is essential. Finding it must be the
guiding principle and motivation for each business decision.
www.zimbio.com/Shoes+And+Fashion/articles/
jOupM4MUgO9/Puma+New+Clever+Little+Bag
+Shoe+Box+Design
de.eggs.dk/eggyplay.aspx
paulhebron.blogspot.co.at/2010/09/take-drinkpackaging.html

More than a third of all food is thrown away.
Picture: Flickr, Rob Stinnett, CC BY

Picture: Flickr, Grainger Laffan,
globalpressgang.com, CC BY-NC-ND

The second life of packaging

BEST PRACTICE

Food Waste Diary

An App for iPhones and Android phones developed at the Technical University of Vienna helps
primarily young, tech-savvy users to shape
their buying, cooking and eating behaviours
in a sustainable way: With the Food Waste
Diary you can keep a diary about food waste
in order to ultimately reduce it. In addition to
listing the reasons for throwing food out, you
can also determine which food categories are
addressed. There is also an option to list prices,
take photos and add comments. The entries
collected over time help the user to better
understand where and why something was
thrown away.
igw.tuwien.ac.at/foodwastediary/info/Deutsch.html

Picture: Food Waste Diary, Eva Ganglbauer,
Georg Molzer, Christoph Fischer

The App for digital-ecologists
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BEST PRACTICE

BEST PRACTICE

Urban Composters

Happy Eggs

Packaging makes
organics visible

And since less people live in the countryside or
have their own garden, where food waste can
be composted in a traditional way, scientists and designers are developing high-tech
alternatives that enable sensible composting in
each apartment - without the unpleasant odour
- that will provide a significant contribution to
the reduction of CO 2emissions in the future.
Kim Enig Risagers model, which emulates a
Greek amphora (thereby triggering associations with valuable contents) was awarded
the RedDot Design Award in 2013. There
are also concepts for further developing the
urban composter for the production of energy
in households: As the centre of the future
"microbial home systems", the Bio-Digester
from Philips generates bio-gas from food waste
for household usage.
www.red-dot.sg/en/online-exhibition/concept/?cod
e=932&y=2013&c=5&a=0
www.livegreenblog.com/design/bio-digesterkitchen-island-reuses-organic-waste-7474/

BEST PRACTICE

Snack Insects

Sustainable nutrition for the brave

BEST PRACTICE

Organic plastics

Organic waste as a raw material
Virtually everything that can be manufactured
from conventional PE plastic is also available
made from cornstarch, a natural renewable resource, called PLA for short. A PLA cornstarch
version of 1,000 cups already costs only 1.5
cents more per cup. However, cornstarch as
a product source is only one of many options.
And it shares a problem with bio-fuel: Its production is at the detriment of food production.
In a two-year research and experimental study,
16 year old student Elif Bilgin from Istanbul,
Turkey succeeded however in developing a
procedure for developing a purely biological
substitute for plastic from food waste products,
specifically banana peels. She was awarded
with the 50,000 Euro "Google Science Fair"
prize and became a star guest at worldwide
TED conferences. This example shows the diversity of opportunities that lie dormant in the
sustainable secondary utilisation of foods.
www.googlesciencefair.com/de_ALL/2013/
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Maja Szczypek, a design
student from Warsaw,
accurately captured the
Picture: © Maja Szczypek
point of making packaging
from biological foodstuff with her Happy Egg
Carton: They make organics visible, even from
the outside. The press-moulded units made
from hay, similar in shape to conventional egg
packaging, stem from organic and sustainable
production and are cheap and easy to make from
an agricultural waste material. Decorated with
colourful and informative labels, Happy Egg Cartons are the ideal packaging for eggs that come
from happy hens.
www.behance.net/gallery/Happy-Eggs/9367295

They are already on the daily menu of billions of
people: Beetles, grasshoppers or caterpillars. Now
the UN Organisation for Nutrition and Agriculture
(FAO) is inviting the West to break down the "barrier of disgust" towards these protein-rich critters
and to set-up breeding farms. In Oberhausen the
first cooking classes are already being offered to
attain the necessary know-how for this future diet
(which is still quite far away in Germany). In order
to increase acceptance for this form of proteinrich yet sustainable form of nutrition, the first
artists and designers are stepping into the ring. In
England it is Team Ento, in Italy it is the industrial
designers Brian Sironi and Giulia Tachini with their
Biscotti Integranti with which they are guiding consumers step by step towards the consumption of
insects (with various percentages of cricket flour).
www.mydays.de/geschenkidee/insekten-kochkursoberhausen
www.eat-ento.co.uk
www.briansironi.it/designer/biscotti-integranti/

Picture: Ento

Picture: Kim Enig Risager

The at-home compost box

Global culture
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REGIONAL IS THE NEW ORGANIC
Regional foods are gaining points in the image competition with
organic products. Consumers locate naturalness and quality
more often under the keyword "regional".

What are we lacking in a 24/7 networked, global, digital world? We
are missing what is real, grounded and true - our roots. Traditional
customs, regional products and especially regional food is being rediscovered, revalued and more often perfectly marketed. Real or alleged
"organics scandals", xenophobic tendencies as well as the fact that
organic products are handled on the global market, which seems incomprehensible and uncontrollable by many consumers, have put more
confidence into locally produced foods than in organic products. Vintage is "in", even when the hype over "regional" and "traditional" is often
used to circumvent the quality standards set by organics and to market
foods as "natural" simply because they come from the nearest farm.

Because the mega-trends of Urbanisation
and Globalisation are becoming increasingly prevalent in our reality, in turn the
region is becoming more attractive as an
orientation model. It's no wonder that the
origin of products, the real environment
and typical regional recipes are becoming
the norm for gastronomy as well. Even
quick-serve restaurants are using regionally produced primary products - like what
market leader McDonalds is doing with
potatoes, meat and salad - thereby displaying good form. Traditional inns advertise with suppliers from the direct vicinity,
local-trend pioneers are now limiting the
radius of their suppliers to the distance of
a Sunday walk or focus on certain breeds of
animals, species and methods of processing
that are particularly rooted in the respective region.
Regional products also win points with
consumers in the areas of sustainability
as well as environmental and climate
protection. By eliminating long transportation routes (31%) and with the increased
consumption of seasonal and regional
products (13%), from the point of view

of the consumers - as an Austrian study
shows (GfK 2010, Food Report 2010) - it is
possible to make a significant contribution
to climate protection. The main reasons
for the consumption of regional products
however are the expected freshness (80%),
high quality (79%), and good taste (77%).
Two thirds of consumers also associate
regional foods with naturalness and 59%
have a large degree of trust in the production and processing of these products. The
economic support of native producers is
another reason why every second person
buys regional products.

The concept of regionalism needs
young impulses
Yet the subject of "regional products" has
been appealing to foodies and the 50+
generation in particular, according to the
Allensbach Institute for Public Opinion
Research: Barely a quarter of the German
population under the age of 30 is interested
in regional products. More than half of
the population over 50 is. This is primarily
because the "concept of regionalism" in
23
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For people who desire trust, authenticity
and security, regionalism is a blessing.
We call this combination between regionalism and globalism "Glocalisation". It is
the consistent synthesis of a mega-trend,
whereby globalisation is also accompanied
by regionalism. "Glocalised" politics and
business strategies try to unite the best of
both worlds. They follow the old formula
of "think globally, act locally" and create
an awareness for the interrelationship of
global and local developments. Glocalised
(company) politics is committed to the
roots but also provides space to move and
grow. It is being done by cosmopolitan
homecomers, who know what's out there
and therefore can appreciate what they
have at home.

INSPIRATION

Particularly in the food sector there has
been a significant development towards
regional foods. Specific, authentic recipes,
high quality local specialties are increasingly in demand and being paid for. The
trend towards regionally produced foods
is often mentioned in the same breath as
organics because naturalness is almost
always presupposed in regional foods, even
if this is not always the case.
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The big challenge for the organics sector
is to take advantage of the regional
trend but at the same time not be "swallowed" by it. This means emphatically
asserting organic standards for regionally marketed foods and stimulating new
impulses.

Inspiration from the north
Vital innovative impulses for the creative
modulation of the local food trend, that also
appeal to the younger generation, are currently originating primarily from northern
Europe. The ongoing regional trend was
the basis for the comet-like ascent of the
"New Nordic Cuisine". Its protagonists
have given it an additional new dynamic
spin. Inspired by the culinary revolution
initiated by Ferran Adrià in Spain and the
Italian Slow Food Movimento, Claus Meyer
and René Redzepi, head chefs at the famous
Restaurant Noma in Copenhagen, brought
the regional kitchen of the north onto the
world stage. The Noma was named best
restaurant in the world by renowned British
"Restaurant Magazine" three times in a row
because of it .
Redzepi bid farewell to imported foods and
declared the region, with all its climate limitations, to be the sole source of inspiration
for his kitchen: He began researching history, created professional networks, focused
on Scandinavian design as well as regionally
cultivated species and varieties and became
a pioneer for Wild Food.

Do not be satisfied with what has been
established. Reinvent your region by getting to the heart of it and translating it
into an urban setting. Search for old and
new paths with the help of historians,
ethnologists, biologists, archaeologists,
pharmacologists, designers, nutritionist
and many others.

INSPIRATION

German-speaking areas is still too conservative. The internet generation won't
be convinced with retro-design and grandmotherly beatitude alone. For digital natives everything revolves around a specific
location and how it feels to be there. It is
about the influence of rooms and rituals
on human sensitivities. In the future, the
(younger) customers will be on the search
for the positive effects of this combination. Places shape our memories. All our
memories are connected to places: The first
kiss, the last farewell, a special evening. Our
brain projects its memories onto places in
order to remember them.

Global culture

BEST PRACTICE

BEST PRACTICE

Places provide power

The name Outstanding in the field is a play on
words: It conceals a concept of gastronomy that
brings the principle of regionalism to a new peak:
Instead of bringing the region into the kitchen, it
brings the kitchen into the region. In farmyards,
gardens, mountain tops or beaches a long table is
set on which foods exclusively from the neighbouring areas are served. The local specialties
are prepared by a top chef from the region. The
thought behind it is "to create a new connection
between the foods and the country of its origin and
to give the local farmers and culinary crafts people
the honour they deserve." The concept has existed
in the USA since 1999 and has long since also
been practised in Asia and Europe - for example in
the Weinviertel in Austria.
outstandinginthefield.com/about/
www.weinviertel.at/de/?tt=WEINV_R83

BEST PRACTICE

Experience organics live

Experiencing production up close
There are many opportunities worldwide to get
first hand information about the production
conditions of organic agriculture: On vacation at
a farm or during a temporary work experience.
This strengthens understanding for organics, the
sustainable awareness and the acceptance of the
higher prices - compared to conventional products.
One of the worldwide networks is called Working
Weekends on Organic Farms. Via the website it
is possible to book a 4 to 6 hour holiday work
shift on a farm in most countries with free food
and board. This is becoming an option at more
processing facilities as well (breweries, wine producers, bakers etc.): Premium baker Pave in Milan
has transformed his bakery into a "living room
with a laboratory". Guests can follow each step of
processing up to the final packaging step.
www.wwoof.net
www.coolhunting.com/food-drink/pave-milanomilan-bakery.php

Picture left: Flcikr, Rene Cunningham, CC BY
Picture right: Flickr, fox and fern, CC BY-ND

Outstanding in the field

Wunderlinge (Little Wonders)

Beautiful imperfection at
affordable prices
Increasing the awareness of the value and quality
of native fruit and vegetables and counteracting
the much discussed topic of food wastage is the
goal of many initiatives. The idea of an organic
caterer in Berlin, Culinary Misfits, of occupying a
market niche with crooked and curved vegetables
or those that have been shaped by growing around
an obstacle (which previously never found their
way into supermarkets) has also given the REWE
Group an idea: REWE is offering seasonal and currently available fruit and vegetables, which have
the same high quality and taste, but are just a
little unique looking, at its Austrian branch in Billa,
under its newly created brand name Wunderlinge
(Little Wonders).
culinarymisfits.de
www.billa.at/Produkte/Das_gibt_s_bei_BILLA/
Wunderlinge/Wunderlinge/dd_bi_subpage.aspx

BEST PRACTICE

The School of Artisan Food

Learning to appreciate the craft
Since 2009 there is a "school" in Sherwood
Forest that teaches the artisan production of
foods: Bread, meat, cheese and much more. The
School of Artisan Food is not primarily a training
centre for professionals, but is aimed at interested
consumers that want to learn more about the
century-old traditions of natural food production.
www.schoolofartisanfood.org
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THE CONSUMER CULTURE OF "SHARING"
The concept of sharing revolutionises our consumer behaviour.
As well as the behaviour of the organic consumer.
The culture of utilising - promoted by the "digital natives" - as opposed
to the culture of possessing, could be a possible sustainable answer to
the many challenges facing us in the present and in the future. Through
shared possession, also known as "sharing", less is used - less resources,
space and maintenance costs. A phase of re-thinking is taking place,
since possessions are also a burden and new usage concepts are currently emerging for (almost) everything. The original concept of sharing breaking the bread, sharing the table ("Food Sharing") - is moving into the
foreground. Community gardening is also experiencing a clear revival.

Time Magazine listed "Sharing" amongst
the ten ideas that will change the world.
The new behaviour of consumption stemming from the concept of sharing follows
different values than those followed in the
previous decades: Ownership in the legal
sense expands to situational availability.
Here networks like "usetwice" have popped
up, that coordinate the rental of objects for
home improvement, cooking, sports and
recreation, fashion and accessories.
www.usetwice.at
The internet platform foodsharing.de is
trying to use this model for food, giving
individuals, distributors and producers the
opportunity to offer and pick up excess food
for free. The basic idea is this: People in the
neighbourhood share food, give away their
excess food - for instance before leaving for
a vacation - or arrange to cook together in
order to save resources.
For food companies, "Cradle to Cradle" also
presents a forward-thinking concept that
is becoming more and more established.
26

Inspired by nature, where there is no waste
problem, the intention is to develop products whose components can be circulated
in biological and technical circuits. The
equivalent for eating is called "From Nose to
Tail" and "Eating Leftovers".

The possibilities opened up by the
concept of sharing are far from being exhausted. Sharing not only enables better
resource management in trade and in
budgeting as well as systematic charity
activities; sharing also opens new
perspectives on how to solve structural
problems in organic agriculture. - Keyword Community Supported Agriculture.

INSPIRATION

Another essential aspect of global culture is
being expressed in the expanding concept
of sharing. Sharing means: Possession is not
the goal, but shared or common ownership.
The right to use something when there
is a need is more important than the sole
possession of an object. A new generosity is
developing which, on the other hand, also
ensures more sustainability.

Global culture

BEST PRACTICE

The People’s Supermarket

Sustainable, social & regional

Pictures: Flickr, mermaid, CC BY-NC-ND

The cooperative supermarket in Holborn,
London, combines regional producers with
consumers that help voluntarily as members four
hours per week and in exchange get a discount
of 20 percent on all purchases. Not only are
the involved farmers from the vicinity supported
in their sustainable operations, the integrated
kitchen in the supermarket also follows the
objective of utilising the stored foods better
through cooperative cooking thereby reducing
food waste; not only for ecological considerations
but economical ones as well: Less waste - that's
the simple calculation - means more gain: Food
that is usually disposed of in supermarkets
because it has reached its expiry date or has lost
its peak freshness but is still excellent in quality,
is cooked throughout the day and sold as takeaway meals.
www.thepeoplessupermarket.org

BEST PRACTICE

Foodsharing

Foodsharing is an internet platform that gives
individuals, distributors and producers the opportunity to offer excess food for free or to pick
it up. People can arrange to cook together via
Foodsharing in order to share excess food with
others instead of throwing it away. Numerous
similar initiatives and internet platforms have
emerged that offer self-cooked food following
the sharing concept For instance the Share your
Meal network, which is currently active in eleven
countries: It makes it easy to offer meals, get to
know your neighbour and avoid wasting food.
foodsharing.de
www.teildeinessen.de

Picture: Foodsharing Association

Sharing instead of throwing away
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Picture: © iStockphoto/IPGGutenbergUKLtd
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lanning private daily life is becoming
an increasingly complex management
task. Asynchronous daily routines, different lifestyles, single households and patchwork families
as well as the increasing fusion of work and leisure
time increase restlessness and result in the feeling of
never having enough time. People are longing for real
facilitating concepts and simplification strategies. It isn't
about escaping from daily life, but about managing daily
life in harmony with the values that are important to us. This
includes our health and quality of life as well as social responsibility, environmental protection and sustainability. However, the
growing "green consciousness" too often collides with daily efforts. It
starts with shopping and does not end with cooking. The central question of consumers is: Who really helps me to manage my daily life? And
who helps me to manage it in harmony with my ecological values?

Daily organics
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ORGANICS ARE VERY SIMPLE.
OR ARE THEY?
In the future, organics can no longer hide behind an ideal world.
They must provide solutions for people's not so perfect daily lives.
Yes, it has actually become easier today to feed oneself with organic
foods. Since trademarks have also started relying on organics, a farreaching comprehensive supply of organic food is also being guaranteed
in supermarkets. However, it's not as easy as depicted in the advice bestsellers like "Simplify your Life" to manage daily life in a sustainable and
"ecologically correct" way. The future challenge for organics is to provide
consistent solutions that enable the consumer to live their daily lives in
harmony with their values.

The complexity of our daily lives is increasing, not only because of differing
lifestyles and the many varying individual
daily routines, not to mention the confusing
jungle within the organic and "natural" food
segments. Sensible support in this increasingly complex daily life is therefore a "key
discipline" for all industries in the future in
all aspects revolving around people's "everyday life". This applies in particular to the
organics sector. Because consumers expect
reliable and holistic concepts particularly
from organics.

Putting the focus on service
Producers and distributors, however, and
this applies particularly to the organics
sector, still sell primarily products and not
enough applications, not enough services
that make the consumers’ daily purchasing,
cooking and eating activities easier. Concentration on production (especially on
ecological agriculture) is historically understandable and still essential, but doesn't
reach far enough in the future because it
neglects the sphere of consumption. Today's
customer does not want to plan, buy, consume; he/she wants suitable cooking/eating
solutions that are compatible with his/her
values. For the organics sector this means:
It isn't enough to just produce organic

products, they also have to "reach" the consumer, who doesn't want to rack their brain
for hours about sustainable purchases and
their "organically certified" menu plan for
the next days (or perhaps they won't even
have a chance to cook) - and all of that in a
way that is most sustainable and fits in with
their daily routine. In addition, they must
guarantee significant added value compared to "conventional" solutions. However,
"reaching" isn't only a question of efficient
distribution. "Reaching" requires an understanding of the complexity of daily life and
the subsequent solution approaches.

Closing the Green Gap
Organics, regionalism, seasonality, animal
and environmental protection are topics
that are important to many consumers
- corresponding market and motivation
research demonstrates this again and again
in unchanging clarity. However, there is
an obvious gap between the intention of
consumption and actual purchase decisions.
Research calls it a "Green Gap" or “MindBehaviour Gap" - the gap between good
intentions and actual purchases made (cf.
Devinney et al. 2011). This isn't only because
price is still a central criteria for the majority of consumers when making purchase
decisions.
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As the spearhead of handling food in a sustainable way, organic products must orient themselves around people's daily lives, in other words:
In the specific usage context.

preparing
eating

storing

Daily life
scenario
disposing

shopping

Source: Veronika Egger, is-design 2013

Price is undoubtedly a central argument.
Findings about inconsistent purchase
behaviour in regard to "organic" and "sustainable" tend to forget other aspects that
are just as important:
Consumers do not only differentiate in
terms of the price but also the quality of
organic and/or sustainable products - and
they place these demands in relation to each
other in order to judge whether a corresponding surplus price seems justifiable (cf.
Raith/Ungericht 2013).
"Dreary" daily life is managed up to the
last minute yet it still pulls people in too
often, which encourages the search for simplicity, slowing down, ease and convenient
services. Conventional providers and the
food industry is much more accommodating
in these regards. Even consumers with a
distinct ecological awareness often reach for
fast food - in the best case - to foods that at
least promise "naturalness" and freshness if
they aren't organic.
A study about organic consumer behaviour
in Austria came up with interesting results:
Even "heavy organic users" consider the surplus price for "organic" to be justified only
71 percent of the time. 81 percent of those
surveyed consider that the business groups
profit substantially from the surplus price
for organic products. And more
55 percent see a "big difference" between
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organic and conventional products. The gap
between increasing prices and sinking credibility is the reason why 71 percent of those
"disappointed by organic" reach for organic
products less often.
So when the difference between "organic"
and "conventional" products doesn't always
seem so great or believable - as the study
shows - then the "Green Gap" in purchase
behaviour is not always an indication of
hypocrisy and lack of responsibility on the
part of the consumer (cf. RollAMA Motivanalyse Bioprodukte, 2010).
The effective purchase decision for organic
products - in the context of general "budget
restrictions" - depends significantly on
whether organic products can be adequately
and credibly differentiated from conventional products. If this is the case, then
people are more likely to pay a surplus price
that they can actually subjectively justify.
Conversely, concentrating on cost factors
in the sector limits reflection on innovative
services. The right methods and models for
really making services into an experience
that enriches and assists people in dealing
with daily stress are still missing.

If the organics sector wants to continue
to be at the peak of handling food in a
sustainable way then it must become
more intensely oriented towards people's
daily lives and really help them to
"sustainably" cope with their daily lives.
Through better services, comprehensible
and verifiable information, transparency
and communication with consumers.

Future services will accompany us
wherever we go
Whoever succeeds in consciously satisfying their customer's "green" values and
in bringing more clarity and simplicity to
their daily lives is well equipped for the
challenges of the future. This is because a
new age is dawning on the horizon: Future
services will be there for us when we need
them. They will accompany us where we go
and will be there no matter what situation
we find ourselves in. They will envelope
us like a cloud and be like our personal
service-clouds that also enable sustainable
situational consumption (cf. The Future
of Consumption. How meta-services are
turning the economy upside down. Zukunftsinstitut 2013).

INSPIRATION

ORGANIC LOGIC OF CONSUMERS IN DAILY LIFE
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For providers and brands this means:
Whoever does not know their customers, doesn't communicate with
them, support them or have them
participate in the development of
their products and services will be
fighting a losing battle in the world of
meta-services.

Organics and the convenience
challenge
The classic organic food store offers fresh
carrots, crisp salads, a variety of grains,
apples, onions, potatoes and everything
else the organic farmer's earth brings forth;
primary products produced according to
organic criteria and classics from rural production ranging from jams to liver sausage.
The selection of processed organic products
was expanded as part of the introduction
of organic trademarks, accommodating
the needs of organic-savvy customers in
addition to just those of the “cooking from
scratch" aficionados.
The changes in social structure with
increasing numbers of one-person households and seniors increase the need for
foods with higher care quality, improved
shelf life and easy preparation. The optimisation of the convenience value of organic
products for certain life situations (single
parent, newly in love, the final spurt of a
big project, surprise visit from friends or
relatives etc.), specific moods (something
warm for relaxation, something cold for
refreshment, something stimulating for
inspiration etc.) or for specific target groups
(children, athletes, seniors, people with

illnesses) will open up new segments in the
food market.
Processed organic products are often faced
with regional or seasonal limitations. They
do not differ from conventional products
in this but are subject to stricter controls
by the consumer. In Austria for instance,
an organic yoghurt that emphasised its
regional origin was accused of being an
"organic lie"; only the organic milk came
from regional sources and not the seasonally commended organic fruit mixture and
this was not labelled sufficiently. This is
an issue that not only faces the producers
of organic products but also almost every
housewife / house husband, when preparing foods at home. But the solution
stemming from the daily logic of organicsavvy consumers can't be for the organics
segment to renounce processed products
and shove the work and selection difficulties onto the customer. Instead, more
holistic, honest and integrated solutions
need to be developed.

For the organic sector, this means
handling necessary compromises more
offensively and with more transparency
and to direct research efforts to the
improvement of organoleptic quality,
in other words freshness, appearance,
colour, texture, smell and taste; plus
increased dedication to nutritional and
physiological product quality, like the
preservation of nutritional content or the
possible reduction of fat, salt and sugar
without reducing the enjoyment factor.
Finally, innovative intelligent packaging
needs to be developed that actively
assists the preservation of food quality
in terms of nutrients and freshness
("Active Packaging") while at the same
time sustainably taking on the garbage
problem.

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION

This switch will become generally noticeable in the coming years but will completely change the products and services
world. Overlapping and cooperatively
established systems will be able to provide
us with different kinds of offers: These
meta-services will help us evolve, on our
way out of hyper-consumption to sensibleconsumption. The old ways of consumption
have lost their power: The majority of us
are adequately equipped, in terms of materials. Status is losing significance, the siren
songs from the days of hyper-consumption
are no longer striking a chord. We are
searching for the "right balance"; things
that help us lead lives that are better, more
satisfying, vibrant and above all more
sensible.

Organic fast-food conquers
big cities
Daily life - for many this also means speed.
Even for distinct Slow Foodies, food preparation and/or the serving of food during lunch
break or after a long, stressful work day has
to be fast. For a long time this was quite an
organisational challenge for organic-savvy
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customers. Fast-food had a bad reputation
for a long time - and for good reasons. In the
meantime a lot has changed, especially in
big cities. The wish for sustainable, healthy
and delicious food during the day has lead to
the boom of various gastronomical concepts
that offer more vegetarian dishes made predominantly with organic products. Even if
not all the ambitious organic start-ups were
able to get established in Germany, pioneers

like Gorilla in Berlin or nat.Bio in Hamburg
will have followers who will profit from
the trend in the long-term with optimised
concepts. According to the motto:
Today it's better to be successful with 80%
organic than to fail with 100% organic.

BEST PRACTICE

BEST PRACTICE

Fast solutions for daily life

Kochhaus

Delicatessen with
cooking instructions
The opening of the first branch in Berlin, September 2009, was still being described as a
curiosity by the media and sceptically dismissed
by established food businesses. Yet the customers
in Germany's metropolis accepted the concept
faster than the founder himself had expected. In
the meantime, the Kochhaus is a highly respected
success-model with many franchise branches
across Germany: A food store that is resolutely
devoted to the subject of cook-it-yourself and that
is arranged by recipes, not merchandise groups. It
appeals to everyone that loves cooking and trying
new things, from complete beginners to ambitious
hobby chefs. This unique walk-in recipe book
always offers new recipes, two or three of which
change weekly. There is always a selection of
appetisers, salads and soups. Plus various pastas,
fish and meat dishes and of course some tempting
desserts.
www.kochhaus.de
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Fast food has a bad reputation? Unjustly so.
The new fast-food restaurants in Germany and
Austria prove that it can also be fast and good with solid business and a good concept. The best
primary products, premium quality and prepared
fresh; they provide a simple, uncomplicated and
authentic kitchen. Fresh salads, sandwiches,
soups, antipasti, cold and warm specialties and
a wide selection of homemade desserts. As an
extra service there are often cooked dishes "to
go" to take home, to the office, to meetings or
to simply enjoy on the go. The fact that some
pioneers have failed is not - as successful locations demonstrate - because of the idea. sattgrün
in Düsseldorf shows us how its done, as well
as the hidden kitchen or Yamm! in Vienna. The
focus is on dishes that are processed in their
natural, original state and combined in a fresh
and innovative way. Not everyone manages to
have 100 percent organic primary products, but
the new fast-food restaurants and snacks are
already a much better alternative to conventional
fast-food for organic-savvy customers.
sattgruen.de
www.hiddenkitchen.at
www.yamm.at/de

Picture: YAMM, VIENNA

Bild: www.kochhaus.de
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Food Tripping App

In our mobile and flexible
daily lives, both personal
and professional, we don't
always find the time to buy
from trusted providers. It
becomes difficult when
we are in another part
of town, not to mention
another region, to find the
right shops, markets and
organic producers. Apps
like Food Tripping however
direct us quickly to our
goal. Other electronic aids
assist ecologically-minded
consumers in selecting seasonal vegetables and
fruits, because we don't always know which fruits
are in season, especially those that come from
another part of the globe. "Erntefrisch" (Harvest
Fresh) helps make the right decision. Both the
seasonal dates of local farming as well as information on imported products is provided.
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
jacobsmedia.foodtrip
www.seasonsapp.com/de

BEST PRACTICE

Curated Shopping

Shop & Eatery in Vancouver
Regional, seasonal and homemade. This Space
is a regional food shop and restaurant based on
the provision of organic foods from the Vancouver
region. The selection of food and dishes is chosen
by star chef Andrea Carlson. The foods can be
purchased fresh and are also cooked on location
and can be taken home or to the office as prepared
meals.
thisspace.ca

Picture: Kochabo

Picture: Erntefrisch, Saskia Schmidt,
What Is It Production Ltd

Find local producers, wherever
you happen to be

Cooking what's in the bag

Delivery services with recipes
These food delivery services are not recipe-free.
Quite the contrary: The recipe is in the spotlight.
The required primary products are delivered with
it. The customer just has to cook it themselves
and saves time shopping for food as well as in the
tedious deliberation of "what should I cook today?"
Many stressed out but cook-savvy contemporaries
are weary of the tiresome decision-making process
when it comes to meals. They are happy to save
themselves the frustration of only finding leftover
fresh vegetables at the supermarket in the evening
and have contributed to the success of these
special delivery services in the last few years.
Numerous companies in Vienna alone provide
their services: In addition to Kochabo there is
currently also HelloFresh, "a kind of organic box
de luxe" (Die Zeit Newspaper), as well as Dein
Einkaufssackerl, which - depending on your
choice - delivers recipes plus all the ingredients
for one or more days of the week. The additional
advantage: The products are predominantly organically produced, supplemented by fresh premium
products from regional producers.
www.kochabo.at
www.einkaufssackerl.at
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KEEP THEM POSTED
If you want to be a part of people's daily lives you have to provide them with relevant information. Organic-savvy consumers
in particular need info-oxygen to survive.
"The customer is the king" - For consumers in the 21st century this not
only means that they get to choose from a variety of goods and that everything is available in abundant supply; it also means that the goods are
also being produced the way the consumer wishes. Consumers play an
important role in the emerging paradigm shift in food production towards
"better rather than more". This also naturally changes the role that the
consumer plays. He/she is an active player and changes from a consumer
to a "prosumer".

Prosumers voluntarily disclose their
preferences because it provides the basis
for the development of new products and
services. The consumer thereby becomes a
part of the production process and is a coproducer of the goods to a certain degree
since production is taking place according
to his/her notions while taking his/her
wishes into consideration. This not only
opens up new opportunities for manufacturers and service providers to optimise
what they offer, but for their customer
loyalty as well.
The central question is how consumers
will be increasingly integrated in value
creation and how companies can interact with them better. The goal of new
value creation will increasingly be about
describing the relationship with the
customer as an ongoing history. Many
studies point to the advantage of existing
customers for providers compared to new
customers: Advertising costs can be lowered and processes are simplified because
it is clear who is being addressed. However
this is only one side of the observation.
Whoever wishes to step into the promising
market of meta-services must be aware
of the high level of requirements needed
to maintain ongoing contact with customers. Sincere communication instead
of empty euphemistic phrases is being
34

asked for here. Real usage values instead
of pseudo-advantages. Openness instead
of secretiveness.

Selling will turn into an ongoing
dialogue
Proof of origin in particular will be in
strong demand from customers in the
future. Consumers want to know where a
product comes from and how it is produced, especially when it comes to their
health. "The closer a product is to one's
own health or body, the more sensitive
the customer reaction", says Betttina Seul,
Head of the Research & Concept Department at the Institute for Retail Research
(IFH Cologne). When the internet was
first being used for commercial purposes,
companies and brands were known for
their monologues - in the form of ads as
well as product information. Today this
type of awareness generating no longer
suffices. Networking and digitalisation
are revolutionising the way we buy and
sell. What used to be a relationship based
solely on the transaction will become an
ongoing dialogue. It's about cultivating
the relationship, sharing and participation.
Transparency and trust are indispensable
values hereby; orientation on actual life
situations and consumers needs is a matter
of fact.
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Naturally the customer will even eventually become a fan through the transfer
of knowledge, sources of inspiration
and experience opportunities, but great
willingness for commitment also emerges.

In the future, meta-services will emerge through comprehensive
situational adaptation to the momentary wishes of the customer

l
Prob

Companies will therefore not only sell products and services, but also "sell" knowledge
and education. However, this requires an
attitude that stems from thoughts about
the individual and not about the products,
one that understands different lifestyles
and that concentrates on best practice.
What is implied here is not a do-it-yourself
or convenience culture, but primarily the
"how-to"; in other words the transfer of
(background) information and knowledge.
Especially the understandable knowledge
of how a product is created as well as the
conscious and sensory experience of this
insight. This also includes daily experiences
that help to shape daily life in a more simple
way making today simply the most important day in life.

FACETTES OF MODERN SERVICES

y

Communication is no longer a one-way
street. In the future, everyone will talk
with each other - buyers with sellers,
buyers with producers, buyers with buyers,
both online and offline, at classic POS as
well as all other touch points. And the
whole world is listening - social media is
the platform for it: Increasing rankings,
feedbacks and assessment offers also provide information in addition to statements
made by companies about their products
and services.

No R&D department in the world is a match
for the community when it comes to generating as many ideas as possible to simplify
daily life.
The prosumer has a different eye for things,
comes from different sectors and his/
her biggest asset is that there are many
of them. Whoever can use the flocking
creativity of the prosumer to their advantage and skilfully integrate the consumer
in an open innovative process, will have
fresh wind in their sails, encourage open

lit

Communication changes
identification

"Whoever gets something good, gives back
something good" - this is how people think.
We share when we can and are happy
when we can contribute to the happiness
and success of another. Whoever succeeds
in using this commitment, creativity and
customer knowledge for their benefit and
integrates the prosumers in the innovative process is optimally equipped for the
future.
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An ongoing process of exchange emerges
from the one-time act of selling. No
matter whether it is the distributor,
manufacturer, service provider, a large or
a small company - they will all also act
as ambassadors, informers and consultants. Traditional channels of interaction
with customers are passé. New relationship qualities, customer involvement,
values and humanity, not "what do I
offer" but "what can I do for you" - these
factors are decisive for success on the
market - in other words, moving away
from being producer-centred to focussing
on the user and on the customer.

SI

INSPIRATION
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Source: Zukunftsinstitut, picture: © iStockphoto/ValuaVitaly
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These developments are accelerating a
consistent development of food labelling
in particular and the information politics
of producers in general. The right answers
require a consistent new direction from
food information design, understood as
the resolute orientation of design to the
"user experience", the customer experience
and/or daily knowledge. This is similar
to a paradigm shift. In the last years the
focus has been almost exclusively on Point
of Sale, in order to move customers to
make a purchase decision right at the cash
register. This method will fall short in the
future.

In the future the focus must be aimed
at the customer's specific usage context.
This ranges from the purchase to storage,
preparation, and from consumption to
disposal. It should be noted here that
product information at various times in
the course of usage of the food will again
become significant. For example, the
consumer, who thinks about the indirect
effects on health, will again take a look at
the product information when disposing
the packaging. Taste and ingredients again
become relevant during the moment of
consumption, while storage and preparation convenience becomes an issue. In
addition, for German-speaking areas - as
a current study shows (DLG 2013) - the
culture-specific differences must be
questioned more strongly and more space
should be allowed for the origin and taste
in Food Design.

In order to gain the networked prosumer, producers and stores must
engage with the daily logic and/or daily
understanding of the customer. The
focus is no longer on the product, but
on the service that this product has to
offer. In the words of Don Norman this
means that: Today you have to think in
complete systems, because every new
product is, strictly speaking, (also) a
service.

INSPIRATION

thinking and is naturally extremely innovative. The advantage: The more precisely an
innovative product addresses specific client
wishes, the bigger the chances of success.
Conversely, these new technologies open
organic buyers up to completely new and
easy to use options of comparing products
in terms of origin, production, ingredients,
CO2 footprint, price and much more. Using
Augmented Reality to find the closest
health food store or organic supermarket,
finding the closest organic-to-go shop via
location-based service, purchasing with
RFID and paying with your cell phone - the
options are multifaceted. In this new digital
reality people get information at lighting
speed, share their opinions and trust the
opinions of the online crowd. New technologies are thereby changing shopping
perspectives and mirror the new power that
customers wield.

BEST PRACTICE

Shopping Apps

With the countless shopping aids for smartphones it is easy to lose sight of the overview
just like when faced with the selection range
at the supermarket. At the same time, there
are numerous usable smart shopping aids from
organic associations, NGOs and consumer protection organisations. Some have been developed
especially for environmentally friendly shoppers,
like eco-challenge or the mobile shopping adviser
WWF. Others, like Barcoo for instance, provide
comprehensive product information from origin
to health compatibility, price comparisons and
test reports. There are even special apps that can
recognise the right degree of ripeness of fruit optically or acoustically.
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Picture: Flickr, barcoo, CC BY

Eco-shopping with a smartphone

www.eco-challenge.eu
www.fischratgeber.wwf.de
www.barcoo.com/de
melonmeter.com

Daily organics
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BEST PRACTICE

Coop-App

Picture: Ernteanteil © CSA Mogg

ID for fruit
and vegetables

You and me

Shopping in solidarity
Community supported agriculture is the name
for cooperation between farmers and consumers,
which are enjoying growing popularity particularly in the USA. However, this trend towards
solidarity farming is also becoming apparent
in Germany and Austria. Food coops not only
help cushion the structural problems of organic
farming, they also strengthen interaction between
producers and consumers. The consumers agree
to a purchase commitment for the farmer's
produce for a certain period of time or make
a member's contribution to a cooperative and
in exchange receive insight and influence on
production.
www.solidarische-landwirtschaft.org
www.kattendorfer-hof.de
www.biohof-mogg.at/biohof-mogg
www.ochsenherz.at/csa.html

BEST PRACTICE

Online filter at the shelf

Personal Shopping Assistant
Recognition software, Augmented Reality (AR),
QR codes and motion sensors provide product
information that formerly had to be filtered out
from the small print with much effort. Now
they come out from the cloud. IBM's appbased Personal Shopping Assistant checks
which packaging the smartphone camera
is aimed at using image recognition. More
in-depth product information then comes up
on the screen. Using individual filter settings,
gluten-free or organic foods for instance, can
be highlighted. This simplifies the selection
process.
ibmresearchnews.blogspot.co.at/2012/06/
your-personal-shopping-assistant.html

The Swiss trading company Coop now informs
its customers in detail about the origin of its
organic vegetables and organic fruits - even
those from abroad. All of the operations are
regularly controlled and supply their products,
fitted with an ID sticker, fresh to the coop,
depending on the season. When the customer
keys in the identification number onto the Naturaplan website or via a smartphone app, the
complete biography of the fruits and vegetables
is displayed. In 2012, almost 10,000 consumers retrieved the origin details of production
and operations. However, the effective number
of visitors isn't the biggest priority for Coop.
From the point of
view of the company
it is more of a service
for customers that
increases trust.
www.coop.ch/
naturaplan
Picture: Coop

BEST PRACTICE

Innovation Design

What it organic?
Organics are everywhere. Or are they? The more
dynamically the selection increases, the more
providers that advertise with the concept, the
more consumers that tend towards organic, the
more important it becomes to refine and optimise
the information strategy. Especially "new" organic
customers are often swamped with labels and applicable organic criteria. Investments in new kinds
of "Food Information Design", "Innovative Design
in Education" and Apps à la Whole Foods Market
Recipes or websites like Bio mit Gesicht assist
consumers in their knowledge about organics.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhIZWhJtY8w
www.ein-herz-fuer-bio.org/sites/default/files/
downloads/folder_food.pdf
www.bio-mit-gesicht.de
jayce-o.blogspot.com/2012/10/60-best-foodpackaging-designs-inspiration.html
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SERVICE IS MORE THAN JUST SERVICE
Services are becoming increasingly important because the
complexity of daily life is increasing. They assist us and make it
easier for consumers to make the right choice.
In affluent society, markets are highly complex structures: Everything is
available - and too much of everything. This is the downside of the multiple options of the 21st century. At a certain point, the diversity of available offers will no longer be considered to be an advantage but instead
to be a burden. More selection options therefore do not create more
satisfaction or freedom but disorientation and annoyance instead. In the
future, adequate services need to contribute to complexity reduction.
Service is more than just service here. Service is also the right design
and sensible simplification. In labelling, selection, packaging and when
cooking.

Today consumers feel more overwhelmed
by the variety available in the food sector
than in any other market. No matter
whether they wish to feed themselves
affordably or well, especially if they want
to eat healthy, or if they are concerned
about species-appropriate and ecological
products. The (many) seals of quality also
haven't helped reduce the persistent lack
of overview. Although the new Health
Claims Regulation (www.efsa.europa.eu/de/
nda/ndaclaims.htm) lays out the rules of
the game for nutrition and health related
food labelling information, it hardly helps
customers in reducing the complexity.

Curated shopping
Trademarks are currently most likely to provide any orientation in food retail by placing
the focus either on certain price segments
(budget or premium brands) or organic
criteria (organic trademarks), even when
the shelving arrangement in supermarkets
contradicts this logic. Curated shopping by
reducing the available selection and targeted pre-selection is part of our stressful
daily lives in the future, but it must go even
further. Organic producers, organic trade
and organic gastronomy in particular have
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the opportunity to become credible curators
for all things concerning food shopping and
daily nutrition; to become guides that escort
the conscious consumers through the jungle
of offers and labels thereby changing from a
provider to a supporter.
Escorted by virtual shopping guides, based
on the new technical possibilities of the
social, mobile and personalised internet,
such pre-selected offers can contribute
to practical daily solutions in the future.
In other branches curated shopping is
already making the first advances. Guiding
customers through the selection process
of the variety of offers or providing them
with products that meet their individual
wishes is also part of the basic repertoire
of a good salesperson in the future. Today,
digital communication platforms also
take on this function: From opinionated
multipliers in social networks and influential food bloggers, to food-fanatic teens
that talk about their cooking escapades on
YouTube.

The end of linear shopping
Above all, sellers must keep in mind
that the lives of today's consumers are

Daily organics

becoming increasing complex. Being "just"
a housewife is a rarity and the spectrum
between planned and spontaneous shopping is becoming more and more colourful.
Furthermore, managing a household is
no longer a matriarchal dictatorship, but
rather the decentralised management task
of a mixed project team. Consumers find
themselves in a multiple, simultaneous
shopping situation driven by various
impulses (also beyond the point of sale)
virtually around the clock. The linear shopping model of "inform - purchase/provide
- consume", which classic food retail still
follows, no longer covers the complexity
of the all-round burdened and technologylinked consumer behaviour.

A conscious, commented pre-selection
of the product range also helps increase
consumer understanding of food. What
Dean & Deluca have succeeded in doing
for Italian food in the USA, namely
newly interpreting the topic of eating
for American consumers with Mediterranean delicatessen (www.deandeluca.
com/AboutUs/Stores.aspx), can also serve
as an example for the new communication
of organic foods, where it isn't only about
product standards but about a sustainable culinary eating culture. The concept
behind it: Consumption should lead to
new insights via experiences, provoke
the exchange of experiences thereby also
making the knowledge retrievable for
other consumers.

CONSUMPTION IS NOT A LINEAR PROCESS
Buying food is characterised by intertwining actions and impulses.
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Example: Tasting a wine in a wine bar where
small cheese appetizers are served, awakens
interest for a cheese; by browsing with a
smartphone one not only finds the cheese
one is looking for, but also an online distributor whose selection includes the Greek
organic olive oil that one enjoyed so much
on the last vacation. One click on the order
button and a text message to the wife: "Hi
Sylvia, you don't need to buy olive oil at the
supermarket today! It's already on it's way,
Martin!"
Smaller producers and retail shops - especially in crowded urban areas - give the
new technologies the opportunity to serve
the customer together as a curator team.
Smartphone apps such as "Food Tripping",
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exchange of experiences
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Consumer behaviour follows a networklike structure: The hyper-consumer moves
through his/her hyper-store daily, in which
the supermarket is just another "link"
among many others. "Inform - purchase/
provide - consume", are elements that
intertwine and correspond with each
other and than (can) take place on various
levels at different locations. Only when we
comprehend this are we in the know about
consumer motivation. These elements are
characterised by symbiotic relationships.
Each element can become a trigger that
sets the other elements in motion. Characteristic for this kind of new consumption
is also that it can't be traced for individual
products or set on individual products. The
new form of consumption has become a
networked process of consumers, informers
and shopping beyond planned and plannable processes.

that show users at a glance where to find
the best selection of organic food and
healthy and/or vegetarian restaurant
alternatives from their current location,
combine smart customer service and good
marketing for networked organic producers, retail and gastronomy.

Source: Zukunftsinstitut/futurefoodstudio 2013
Pictures (from left to right): © iStockphoto/eurobanks; Flickr, Webdevil666, CC BY-SA; © iStockphoto/
CandyBoxImages; Flickr, Mr. iMaax., CC BY-ND; Flickr, Skley, CC BY-ND; beunpackaged.com
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The linear shopping model of "Inform
- purchase/provide - consume" is a
thing of the past. The new form of
consumption has become a networked
process of consumers, informers and
shopping beyond planned and plannable
processes. The organic sector must
also react with the right answers to this
technology-linked consumer behaviour,
using technical innovations for better
communication and develop services
that are suitable for everyday life.

Eataly

Eat, shop and learn
Eataly has revolutionised shopping. There are now
17 shops outside of Italy that, as ambassadors of
Italian food culture, celebrate the union of food,
shopping and the transfer of know-how. Staying
true to the motto that it isn't enough for the salesperson to know everything about the products,
Eataly shares its know-how with its customers in
a sensory atmosphere that also provides German
organic supermarkets with a lot of inspiration.
www.eataly.com

Picture: Flickr, Italo Treno, CC BY
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QR Fridge Magnets

The expiry date under control

Picture: Shenzhen Eagle Design

During stressful daily life it happens again
and again that food stored in the fridge isn't
used up before the expiry date. In the future,
an innovative invention can prevent this by
informing us, with the help of the QR code,
about a product's expiry date or reminding us
to eat the product or process it in good time.
QR fridge magnets are a combination of a little
computer and a screen. Before putting food into
the fridge the QR is quickly scanned across the
screen thereby saving the data and starting a
timer. Now the system keeps the expiry date
in mind and acts as a prompt reminder that a
product needs to be consumed with a colour
code system (that displays the decreasing level
of freshness).
www.red-dot.sg/en/online-exhibition/concept/?
code=822&y=2013&c=16&a=0
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Life curated

Qualified pre-selection
In the constantly growing and changing (surplus)
range of food products, pre-selected offers will
contribute to practical daily solutions in the future,
Organic-savvy customers don't need to fight to get
through the jungle of labels and product information on their own; instead they can delegate this
work to the retailer of their choice. Already tested
in other sectors, it definitely shows future promise
in the food sector. The online shopping portal
"life:curated" is a business model for "curated
life" when it comes to fashion and furnishings;
MONOQI in Berlin doesn't have a fixed product
range but instead offers an always changing,
curated range of products in limited quantities. the
configurators on automobile manufacturer websites
are ultimately nothing more than "shopping assistants" that compile models according to specific
customer wishes.
www.life-curated.com/homegoods

Picture: © Porcella, Le Foodink
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Ecological delicatessen

Eat & Joy

The best of the best via the internet The transparent market hall
The Eat&Joy Farmers Market in the heart of Helsinki offers a spectacular mix: This market hall is a
food store with a butcher, fish shop, smoked goods
shop, bakery, bread store, vegetable storage cellar
and restaurant all in one. It is like a school of taste
that lovingly leads (and tempts) customers with
merchandise information in an exceptional way.
Indulgence, progressive design, information on
origin and product conditions as well as processing
know-how come together in sensual unity.
www.eatandjoy.fi

Picture: www.eatandjoy.fi

A butcher that expressly advertises for the limited
consumption of meat? Yes, it exists. The producer
community from Porcella (an organic butcher and
numerous organic meat producers from the Austrian Forest District (Waldviertel)) are offensively
facing the argument that organic products are too
expensive: "We are of the opinion that meat is a
luxury product." The products from Porcella are
also expensive because sustainable meat production and the fair treatment of animals as well as
high-quality food processing is an expensive undertaking for people. Not a daily foodstuff to be eaten
incidentally, but something special that you treat
yourself to once in a while with a good conscience.
Not enough customers can be generated for exclusive foods in a local context and therefore Porcella
is operated as an online shop. Ecological production with high quality, careful and traditional
processing as well as species-appropriate handling
of the animals is also the credo of DasPure, a
Swiss organic delicatessen shop with an online
shop. Like "Porcella", not only is the focus on the
love of nature but also on their own passion and
enjoyment of good food and limitless indulgence.
www.porcella.at
www.daspure.ch
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ORGANIC CLUSTERS FOR TOMORROW

BIOGRAPHY
OF ORGANIC
HEALTH
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Picture: © iStockphoto/FurmanAnna

irst, improved hygiene and advances in medicine enabled us
to have a lifestyle that allowed us to live
longer lives. Now we collectively recognise
the necessity to maintain this gift of being
able to age and stay healthy throughout our
entire lives. Zumba classes and yoga courses
are increasing, workouts and Nordic walking are
still "in", and participation in marathons has almost
become a mass phenomenon, while guidebooks on
losing weight and counting calories are landing in the junk
box. In short: There are signs of a paradigm shift in the way
people deal with their own health. Focus is being placed more
on the positive, motivating potential of the "diaitat" (which is the
name given by the ancient Greeks to the "right" lifestyle) for the
psyche and the physical body thereby replacing disease prevention.
The difference may seem to be marginal but for our subjective daily
conduct this new focus is revolutionary. It also changes our relationship
to our own diets from “physiologically correct” to “suitable for everyday
life” and “delicious”. This also opens new perspectives for the organics sector.
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HEALTH CHANGE
Our concept of health is changing. We are learning to deal with
contradictions better and at the same time to also live more
healthy lifestyles. This also applies to organics.
The new understanding of health doesn't focus on problems; the focus
is on solutions. It goes along with a new lifestyle where we don't practice radical relinquishment because we will then have to compensate in
a counter-productive way; a lifestyle that doesn't erect prohibitions that
then tempt us to violate them with emotional charge; a lifestyle where
we eat well without feeling bad about it, but also where we do not stuff
ourselves with substandard foods; one where we do not ban meat from
our diet but where we also learn to love vegetables and grains.

The concept of health is changing. A look at
the current non-fiction bestseller list already
provides indications of this. At the top there
have been splendid illustrated books about
vegetables and baking bread for two or three
years now, as well as inspiring vegetarian
and vegan cookbooks that go beyond the
showmanship of star cooks. Classic nutrition, especially diet advisers, with their
annoying instructions to count calories,
reduce fat and masochistically ban countless
delicious foods have clearly lost ground.

Books for Cooks
The long-running popularity of "problem
finders" (scandalous thrillers like "Die
Essensfälscher" (Food-Fakers), "Der große
Bio-Schmäh" (The Big Organic Outrage") or
"Die Suppe lügt" (The Soup is Lying)) look a
bit dusty next to "solution indicators" that
are just as critical but reflective, like Michael
Pollans' "Lebens-Mittel" (Food for Life), Ute
Woltrons' "Warum schmecken Maulbeeren
am besten nackt?" (Why do mulberries taste
better naked?) or Jonathan Safran Foers'
"Eating Animals". They are preparing the
way for a new, relaxed way of looking at
eating, no longer biting into problems but
instead showing us holistic approaches and
practical solutions. They thereby strike a
chord with the changing spirit of the times:

We want to enjoy eating again and fill our
energy reserves without feeling bad about
it or feeling the need to always be controlling it. We succeed in doing this either by
ignoring or better orienting ourselves.

Solution Indicators instead
of Problem Finders
Cookbooks like "Deutschland Vegetarisch"
(Vegetarian Germany). "Vegan for Fun"
and similar titles motivate people in the
direction of healthy goodness that fits in
with daily life. They are culinary sources
of inspiration and leafing through them is
like strolling through a shopping centre,
the supermarket and the weekly markets
of the world We don't want or have to have
everything we see there, but we sure would
like to try some of those things out. The predominantly easy to prepare dishes combine
"learned healthiness" (eat more fruit and
vegetables!) and "desired indulgence" (it has
to taste good!) with the growing "distinct
knowledge" about food quality, origin, handicraft and various ingredients. A glimpse that
brings us closer to the food itself opening
our perception to its characteristics instead
of metabolism processes; a glimpse that considers eating more important than nutrition
thereby giving the psyche as much credit for
our well-being as the physical body.
43
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For years organics have held all the best
cards in this regards but haven't yet
managed to play them right. Conveying
sustainability and enjoyment, production methods and variety of species and
types, knowledge of the culinary wealth
of plant-based foods and cooking knowhow in such a way that health isn't
associated with prohibition, but instead
with vitality and self-responsibility.

Eating as a form of self-realisation
Of course, the popularity of such (cook)
books does not mean that people are
rushing back to the stove in masses or
that the readers of these bestsellers are
cooking for themselves day in and day out.
However, they are an indicator of the shift:
We are emancipating ourselves more and
more from established authorities in terms
of health (the church, doctors, nutritional
science), are becoming the specialists of our
own lives, finding the individual nutritional
knowledge that is right for us; we want to
have a say and we know what we are talking
about when it comes to our food. We are
learning to do more than just make comments; we are learning to express our wishes
specifically. Because eating is nothing less
than our own happiness in life and our
personal life energy, which we will not allow

to be spoiled by external authorities or our
own bad conscience.
Eating is becoming an aspect of self-realisation and self-expression for the consumer
who is becoming increasingly responsible.
The consumer also knows that the possibility of self-realisation is at the same
time an obligation of self-realisation. And
self-realisation cannot take place without
contradictions. The same goes for the
realisation of a healthy life.
This is leading to a pragmatic recoding of
the subjects of indulgence, a liberation of
food ideology, a removal of dogma from
"nutritional philosophies" being replaced
with the individualisation thereof, from
which one mixes ones own personal cocktail.
Where the recipe is always newly adapted
and optimised.

Differing discourses on health
Of course we must assume that differing
definitions of and/or discourses on health
are found in our society simultaneously and
that they are more linked to class then to
generations.
In the "working class environment"
(which is declining and being replaced more
and more by non-integrated immigrants),
functional health still predominates. The
perception of health is primarily related
to physical functionality: One only goes to

VALUE SHIFT
Which values characterise the future

OLD-ECO

LOHAS

LOR

(1968 – 2000)

(2001 – 2009)

(2010 – 2030s)

Desire

Experience

Self-development

Performance

Commitment

Responsibility

Me

Friendship

Trust

IDEOLOGY

PRAGMATISM

Material

Spirituality

Security

Eros

Authenticity

Happiness

Fun

Naturalness

Optimism

Source: Zukunftsinstitut 2012
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Wellness health essentially corresponds
to the understanding of health held by
the middle class, however it is interpreted
with a hedonistic tone. Here it is primarily
about indulging and increasing pleasure in other words, it's about consumption. In
this view, "wellness" means not having to
move, laying in the sauna or on the massage table. However, it is the same middle
class who's basic needs are mostly satisfied and who therefore are increasingly
called towards ecological thinking: Clean
swimming lakes, pristine forests, natural
food, with which one can enjoy the state of
wellness.
A holistic definition of health has
many followers today mainly in educated
and prosperous classes, who understand
health holistically and individually, looking
beyond physical and intellectual functionality and simple, short-lived feelings
of wellness. However, this sophisticated
definition of health, which targets overall
lifestyle as well as the environment, holds
within itself the danger of the pathology
of daily life when even small disruptions
in well-being are perceived as symptoms
of illness and slight irritations as massive health threats. The paradox results
whereby an increasingly healthy society
keeps feeling sicker or as Henning Sussebach emphasised: "People listen to their
inner voice, they are very healthy yet
always sick, very physical yet cerebral at
the same time, totally relaxed yet terribly
uptight."

LOR instead of LOHAS
However a new understanding of health
is appearing on the horizon that integrates these contradictions better; an
understanding of health that is closely
connected with the "Lifestyle of Resilience"
(LOR): An approach that doesn't focus
on problems but instead on solutions;
one that doesn't approach the subject in
a one-dimensional way (e.g. eating less
calories when overweight), but rather does
so creatively in a process oriented way
with the necessary biographical flexibility.
A lifestyle where we don't practice radical
relinquishment because we will then have
to compensate in a counter-productive

way; a lifestyle that doesn't erect prohibitions that then tempt us to violate them
with emotional charge; a lifestyle where we
eat well without feeling bad about it, but
also where we do not stuff ourselves with
substandard foods; one where we do not
ban meat from our diet but where we learn
to love vegetables and grains. Where we do
not shun convenience products like gifts
sent by the devil, but indulge our desire
to "cook from scratch" with fresh organic
products more and more.
The Lifestyle of Resilience is thereby replacing the "Lifestyle of Health and Sustainability" (LOHAS). It is also characterised by
how we continue to develop our life-long
health and nutritional knowledge and
that we can adapt while at the same time
reacting to current inner or outer changes
to the system (food scandals, new research
results etc.) without totally questioning
the system itself. In LOR there is also an
implicit manifestation of a rebellion against
sectarian ecological narrow-mindedness,
against opposition to change and cultural
pessimism as well as the paternal society of
forbiddance.

The new LOR understanding of health
leads organics out of the "health trap".
To win points in the future, organic
products no longer have to contain
health-promoting ingredients in order
to prove their added (health) value
thereby starting competitions with
conventional products. The LOR understanding of health actually very much
accommodates the original concept
of organic: When LORians talk about
organics, they mean products that are
better for people and for the planet in
a wider sense, not only for themselves
personally. This means that in the
future - based on comprehensible information - organics must provoke even
more intense holistic associations that
address this holistic understanding of
health. This also applies for processed
products, for the production methods
used thereby, the packaging and comprehensible product information.

INSPIRATION

the doctor if there is an existential threat,
while active health-related behaviour is neither socially desired nor recognised (sports
aren't played for the sake of health but for
other reasons).
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Bestseller

Experiencing organics up close

Deutschland vegetarisch
(Vegetarian Germany)

Stadtflucht Bergmühle

Picture: © Christian Brandstätter Verlag

Who would have thought? Traditional German vegetable cuisine is all the rage on the book market.
Steven Paul and Katharina Seiser have gone on the
search for an almost long forgotten treasure for this
cookbook and enhanced it for a wide audience:
Inspiring regional native cuisine without fish or
meat. Fresh garden vegetables, herbs and sweet
fruit play the leading role in the numerous tasty
recipes. Paul and Seiser (a radical advocate of organic cuisine) have thereby captured the culinary
spirit of the times. Their book is but one of many
vegetarian cookbooks that are currently promoting
healthy organic cuisine.
www.cbv.at/Buch.aspx?buch_id=122243

BEST PRACTICE

Essenszeit

Organic fresh cuisine
in the cafeteria

Picture: Christian Stych/Stychdesign

Sustainability, organics, indulgence, merchandise
knowledge and cooking your "favourite food" yourself
are wonderful subjects that one happily saves until
the weekend because they are considered to be
time-consuming and requiring a lot of organisation.
In Hannover and Bremen you can enjoy them daily,
right at your place of work. With EssensZeit - Agency
for healthy living Dietmar Hagen has been implementing his concept of fresh, pleasurable, indulgent
nutrition. Perhaps the most well known example of
his work are the Bahlsen cafeteria and the airport
company restaurant Skylight in Hannover. Both
are flagship projects when it comes to successfully
putting fresh organic products onto the table in a
"completely normal” staff cafeteria. The heart of
EssensZeit is the kitchen of the "Essenszeit Academy"
in Schwanenburg. The cooking team develops new
recipes here and cooking can be done with employees and customers to their hearts content.
essenszeit.com
schwanenburg.net
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It is also possible to experience organics up close
in a relaxed and exciting culinary atmosphere
just outside big cities. In an old mill and the
surrounding latifundia, 25 minutes drive from the
city centre of Vienna, the art of hunting and organic farming is cultivated and on the weekends
the club members get together. On the property,
an organic farm, which - in cooperation with the
Arche Noah and under the motto "Save the varieties - eat them!" - has specialised in heirloom fruit
and vegetable varieties, the Stadtflucht Bergmühle has also settled. Its members (and their
guests) have the opportunity to practice optimum
preparation of delicious dishes made from seasonal, regional and organic foods in a completely
relaxed atmosphere together with experienced
cooks. Or to simply just eat these dishes. Or to
simply lie in the sun. Or go on a bike excursion in
the organic fields of the Bergmühle. Children are
especially welcome; there are special facilities set
up for them and an ongoing guaranteed nintendofree edu-tainment programme.
www.arche-noah.at
www.bergmuehle.at/index.
php?stadtflucht-bergmuehle
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Bonnets and stars for veggies

Meatless gourmet cuisine
It started in Paris, of all places. Three-star cook
Allain Passard stopped eating meat one day and
shocked the world of connoisseurs. However,
when the first (carnivorous) restaurant critics
recovered from the initial shock and put their
trust in their taste buds instead of their preconceptions, the way was opened for a new type
of restaurant. And look: In the second decade
of the 21st century vegetarian-organic gourmet
temples are almost a basic element of every
lifestyle metropolis. Now - like the Tian in Vienna
demonstrates -luxurious food and healthy nutrition are no longer a contradiction. The trendsetters in the upper food-class are also influencing
the gastronomic middle class: Vegetarian dishes
made from organic vegetables and fruits are no
longer a deterring alibi selection, but an exciting
alternative for health-conscious eaters.
www.tian-vienna.com
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ENJOY SIMPLY
Capacity for enjoyment is becoming a key competency for
health. Taste management as a cultivation technique of
the 21st century.

If health is vitality than (individual) capacity for enjoyment is the key to
health. Because whatever is enjoyable must first be "essential", qualitatively convincing and sustainable in the original sense of the word. When
it comes to eating, enjoyment functions via the development of one's own
taste. It encourages self-awareness and health, because the greater one's
capacity for enjoyment is, the more often people display active and consciously health-oriented behaviour. Taste management is thereby turning
into a cultivation technique of the 21st century.

In order for enjoyment to make health
viable everyday it needs a concept and this
concept is called "Soft Health". Our lives are
energy-draining enough to also make personal health into a stressful project. This
also won't change in the future because our
society is developing, as before, in the direction of even more complexity, which we
will only be able to manage if our personal
energy is in balance.

The Soft Health strategy
Consolations of the past, like wellness
with staccato relaxation, are no longer
enough. The average length of stay at a
wellness resort is lower than at city hotels.
The Ayurveda treatment is booked between some Panna Cotta and an evening
visit to the establishment's bar. All this
does more to reward oneself for achievements but doesn't do much for actually
filling one's energy reserves. A substantial
and simultaneously pragmatic concept is
needed that can really integrate healthiness into people's lives in an enjoyable
way. But whatever is enjoyable must first
be "essential", qualitatively convincing and
yes, also sustainable in the original sense
of the word.

A central function that enjoyment must
fulfil in the upcoming years is to become
an answer to the fundamental need that
emerges from the uncertain and increasingly abstract environment of our globally
urbanised living reality: Enjoyment as the
answer to the desensitisation of daily life.
The power of this new enjoyment is also
supported by the developing individualisation of our society. The perception of "I",
the appreciation of the personal and direct
sensory experience is clearly gaining a more
central significant place value.

One's own taste as an
orientation aid
It corresponds to the self-image of the new
consumer, to use one's own experiences
for self-development, implementing them
actively and sharing them with others. The
individual thereby significantly gains in creative power in their daily diet. Neither ratio
and convention nor scientific paradigms
(nutritional science and medicine) are the
authoritative orientation giants of culinary
consumption in the future: It is one's own
taste that will guide consumers through the
diversity of edible enjoyments. Individual,
direct sensory perception thereby gains a
new significance.
47
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"I believe what I taste!" will implicitly
become the new slogan for the self-aware
consumers, which they will use to protect themselves against the constant
insinuators from the food industry, the
persuasion-artists from advertising and the
health-preachers from medicine and food
technology. To formulate it in a less pointed
way: Consumers increasingly enrich their
experiences and their specific knowledge in
terms of personal sensory perception and
orient themselves around it through their
actions. One's own taste becomes an orientation aid amongst the multitude of food availability. It becomes clear that the Soft Health
strategy not only covers passive enjoyment
but also a long-term improvement of our
daily life situations.

However, a quarter of those surveyed attested that their parents were completely
incapable of enjoying; another 20 percent
said their parents often associated enjoyment with "sinning". Deficits in the development of the capacity for enjoyment are
a natural result. According to an analysis
done by the social researchers, 25 percent
of adults in Germany are not capable of
enjoying or only capable to a limited degree
(IfD-Allensbach 2006).

Offer your customers the possibility of
having special experiences with organics
and expanding their specific knowledge
in regard to personal sense perception.
The consumers of the future are orienting themselves less on advertising or
expert recommendations when making
consumption choices; instead they are
orienting themselves more on their own
personal experiences and on communicative exchange with other consumers.

The ambivalence and the bad conscience
however are not a good basis for conscious
enjoyment because they are often met with
an increase in eating speed. Often they are
faced with an increase in their eating speed.
Chocolate is a good example: It is considered
to be high in sugar and fat and is rightfully
deemed to be high in calories. From the point
of view of nutritional physiology we should
avoid it. Then when someone is overcome
with desire for something sweet, chocolate
quickly becomes an "enemy" that must
quickly be annihilated. This means that
instead of enjoying it consciously, letting it
slowly melt on your tongue and sensually
absorbing the various aromas as the consistency changes, it is greedily swallowed. One
thereby actually misses out on experiencing
the enjoyment . And almost always much
more. This dynamic encourages frustration
in regard to desire and can even contribute
to the loss of enjoyment capacity.

Experiencing enjoyment and capacity for enjoyment
But how can we find the path towards
healthy enjoyment? Gero von Randow is
convinced that "humans are born to enjoy".
But even if this thesis is true, one must first
grow into becoming a competent connoisseur of food and cuisine.
Tanja Hoff and Reinhold Bergler from the
Institute for Applied Psychology and Social
Research in Cologne have been pursuing the
question of how a person becomes a connoisseur for over ten years. Through surveys in
combination with a large-scale literary study
they were able to demonstrate that for two
thirds of those asked, capacity for enjoyment was inseparable from their experiences in their parental homes and in their
closest circle of friends, but that it was also
influenced by the media. Enjoyment begins
with an introduction from one's parents on
enjoying the little beautiful things - everyday
joy. The experiences of enjoyment in the
parental home are the basis for the quality of
one's personal capacity for enjoyment.
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Furthermore, many people describe
themselves as people who enjoy, but often
associate the enjoyment with a bad conscience. They are frightened by the idea of
acting too greedy or uncontrolled in their
enjoyment and they fear financial or health
consequences.

The challenge and or encouragement of conscious enjoyment, the core of the Soft Health
strategy, is therefore not an expression of
uninhibited hedonism. On the contrary: It is
the consequence of the realisation that only
a differentiated sense of taste and developed
capacity for enjoyment can guarantee a
sensual, desire and health integrated way of
dealing with food excess. Furthermore, they
create the requirement for health-promoting
behaviour that goes far beyond the world
of food. According to Reinhold Bergler
and Tanja Hoff in their book "Genuss und
Gesundheit" (Enjoyment and Health, Kölner
Universitätsverlag 2002), which is based on
numerous studies, capacity for enjoyment
"has a strong, direct, positive influence on
the subjective quality of life and one's sense
of well-being (...) and has a distinct, two-way
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Whoever talks about enjoyment has
to handle a paradox. Taste is not a
quantifiable product feature; it is a
situation-related personal sentiment.
When an individual experiences
enjoyment in something, it depends on
their general values and the specific
situation as well as on the individually
developed capacity of taste sensation.
Organic producers and distributors can
also help increase the taste sensation
of consumers by upgrading the tasting
situation and through a sensory experience of the production.
It is not the seemingly inflationary offers
of enjoyment that we are lacking today;
even just the skills that are necessary
to perceive such offers with awakened
senses and really be able to enjoy them are
scarce. This also includes verbal means of
expression.

Organics need a language
of enjoyment
"That which cannot be expressed in words",
says Ludwig Wittgenstein, "doesn’t exist."
This is because verbal means of expression
influence not only the individual perception
of taste, they also make it possible - and
this is perhaps even more significant - to
understand what has been experienced
in the first place. A taste stays in one's
memory better the more differentiated it
can be named when tasting it. If the right
term is missing to name the taste being
experienced, it can neither be perceived or
remembered. In other words: The specific
experience of a taste is only possible when
a person knows how to interpret it. To do so
we need language.

The great potential that a developed language of enjoyment opens for the organic
sector is obvious: The rediscovery of the
biodiversity of species and varieties that the
organics sector in particular demonstrates,
but also the diversity of regional recipes
as well as the various manufacturing and
processing methods could be much better
communicated than taste-levelling industry products and the conventional mass
varieties; the clear added value of organics
can be brought into the game, if the taste
differences could be successfully named.
The producers and players in organic trade
themselves are called on here. They must
first expand their language of enjoyment in
order to then be able to share it with their
consumers.
With a differentiated - language supported
- perception of the taste diversity of organic
products (incl. those varieties, species and
breeds that are only even cultivated in
organic agriculture, nurseries and livestock
raising) consumer capacity for enjoyment
can be rekindled as well as a culinary passion for organic products.

Because one's own taste is becoming
more important in assessing foods and
their quality and since the capacity for
enjoyment is a key to individual health,
the development and integration of a
language of enjoyment will not only be
an important marketing tool but also a
contribution to the empowerment of the
consumer: The future fans of organics.

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION

relationship with healthy behaviour." People
who enjoy things do sports more often, eat
more healthy, spend more time outside in
the fresh air, are less lonely and take more
frequent measures to prevent disease.

However, our vocabulary of taste perception today has remained astonishingly
limited. Oenologists and wine lovers were
clearly pioneers in this respect. The "language of wine" - no matter how esoteric it
may sound to someone who hasn't learned
it - has brought forth terms to describe
taste sensations and communicate them.
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The colours of taste

Empowerment through the visual
language of enjoyment
When the right words for the specific taste of a
food are missing then colours can help. Martin
Darting has developed a sensory wine image
specifically for wine; a multi-dimensional colourcoding of the sensations that a wine creates
in the mouth and nose. The colour provides
information about the smell, taste and the
feeling in the mouth. For example, red stands
for sweetness or texture and green stands for
tartness or freshness. The chronological order
of the sensations is also depicted. This form of
display still seems too complex, however, new
approaches to support multi-sensory experiences
stand out here that can also be used for other
stimulants and for food.
martin-darting.de/php/sensorisches_weinbild.php

Additives

Organic quality
with a dash of irony

Picture: ZUSATZSTOFF NATURKOST UG

BEST PRACTICE

Not all additives are "bad". This one here, added
to fresh salads or to top of a dish also has organic fans cheering. This "additive" is a premium
organic olive oil from a small oil mill in northern
Portugal. Using a gentle mechanical method
whereby the pitted fruit alone is cold pressed,
a very aromatic olive oil with low acidity is produced, rich in vitamins and high in antioxidants.
This additive combines pleasure, tradition and
humour in a healthy way.
www.zusatz-stoff.com
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Biography of organic health

SP     TLIGHT 3

HEALTHY FOOD OR HEALTHY NUTRITION?
Healthy nutrition through the consumption of organic foods
alone is not attainable.
The nutritional-physiological benefits of organic products in comparison to conventionally produced foods can only be proven in individual
cases. This realisation, which is sometimes maliciously criticised as the
organic meltdown, on the other hand gives the sector an opportunity to
place a new emphasis on the discourse on healthy nutrition and lead the
discourse in a more holistic and thus more convincing manner from an
organic point of view. Who, if not the organic sector, is in a more credible
position to steer the view away from monocausal health promises to the
systematic interrelationship of general lifestyle, nutrition and health?

Our health does not depend on whether
we eat an apple that has been produced
organically instead of one from conventional
methods of production. It is still possible to
increase cholesterol levels through excess
indulgence in the finest organic pork chops.
The concept that "healthy food equals
healthy nutrition" not only falls short, it
also hides the true health risks of eating and
therefore keeps exposing itself to constant
justified criticism.

Organic is (not) better
Not only the latest hyped up meta-study
from the University of Stanford but also
numerous other studies are showing
similar results: There is no fundamental
difference between the content of nutrients
and vitamins in organic and conventional
products. What plays a more significant
role than the production methods, according to study author Dena Bravata,
are weather conditions and the degree of
ripeness. There were also no differences in
regard to contamination with dangerous
bacteria between organic and conventional
products. Differences were only ascertained
in a few details: Organic products rarely
contain pesticide residues; the incidence
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria is more

frequent in meat from conventionally
kept animals; the phosphorous content of
organic vegetables is higher as well as the
omega-3 fatty acid content in organic milk;
and last but not least: Organic products are
free from genetically modified substances
and/or components.
These results alone clearly show: Healthy
nutrition through the consumption of
organic foods alone is not attainable. And
the other way around: People who eat a
relatively balanced diet of only conventional meat, vegetables, fruit and grain
products won't be on their way to the
doctor any faster. But what is "healthy
nutrition"?

Is science a question of faith?
The scientific establishment, medicine
and western nutritional science are no
longer the decision-makers when it comes
to answering this question. Just as in the
general "health standard", "the right food"
is primarily a product of cultural agreement and the power of interpretation:
"Wrong diet" and obesity, the health sins
of the lower class are ostracised while on
the other hand, the increased heart attack
risk and burnout syndrome of a middle
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class family man in a management position with a 60 hour work week and a BMI
of 23 is considered "normal", is accepted
by society and even highly esteemed. The
consumption of marijuana is dramatised,
the persistent enjoyment of Bourdeaux,
however, is considered a sign of cultivated
etiquette.

INSPIRATION

And as a rebellion against the ruling
"health standard" develops on the one
hand (keyword: "binge drinking"), the
exemplary healthy stand on the other side
and no longer define illness as a matter of
fate, but of fault. And those at fault - according to Bettina Schmidt, Professor of
Health Science at the Bochum University
of Applied Sciences - are naturally the ones
living in the lowest classes of society. "The
healthy centre is offensively differentiating
itself from the unhealthy fringe population
and their consumption preferences (fast
food), recreational habits (television) and
illnesses (obesity)" (cf. Healthness, Zukunftsinstitut 2012).

The concept that "healthy food equals
healthy nutrition" falls short. It also
hides the true health risks of eating,
of one-sided eating habits. Especially
when it comes to eating it is worthwhile
to think not only about nutritional
values but also more about different
food groups and how to combine them.
Biodiversity is a central concern of
ecological agriculture. Transferred to
plates it is also the guiding principle for
healthy nutrition!

Modes of health and
nutritional teachings
Experts also argue about what causes
obesity - beyond excess consumption of
fast food, habitual lack of movement or
genetic predisposition: First the calories
and/or fat is to blame, then sugars and/or
carbohydrates are suspected, another time
it's all about eating after 18:00. The list of
causes from allergies, intolerances or just
"discomforts" keeps getting longer. If one
then reaches for the numerous traditional
nutritional teachings from the Far East for
advise the confusion is perfect; a generally
accepted consensus about "healthy eating"
simply seems impossible.
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In addition, a large share of consumers
(also due to scandalous media reports
on the one hand and miracle-promising
product advertising that stylises the
importance of individual ingredients on
the other) consider the biggest dangers to
their health, when it comes to eating, to
stem primarily from additives and possible
residues in our food and overvalue them
in comparison to their own daily eating
habits, which are often too one-sided, too
fatty and too abundant.
The organic scene has also significantly
contributed to this. And at the same time
hasn't played its best card: The argument
that, like ecological agriculture, healthy nutrition doesn't come about from individual
measures, but that various interconnected
and coordinated steps lead to the goal more
effectively.

Ecological production
and healthy nutrition
What applies to ecological production
methods also applies extensively to human
nutrition. These are parallels that the
organic sector can and should be using in
its argumentation. Just like high biodiversity is the best guarantee for maintaining
ecological balance and makes less corrective
intervention (e.g. pest control) necessary,
just like alternating crop rotation drains
the soil less (and minimises the usage of
additional fertilisers), a diet that is varied
and based on the usage of diverse foods provides sufficient provision of the necessary
nutrients thereby preventing the need for
corrective interventions (taking nutritional
supplements, medicinal compensation for
malnutrition etc.).

Innovation with heirloom varieties
The rediscovery and cultivation of heirloom vegetable, fruit and grain varieties
primarily by organic farmers as well as
the keeping of cattle, pig and chicken
species that have nearly died out puts
even greater diversity on our plates with
more culinary and physiologically exciting
products. Suf¬ficient studies on the nutritional content of many of these varieties,
that have only been rediscovered in the
last few years and therefore still haven’t
been researched to a wide extent, are still
lacking.

Biography of organic health

The first studies do suggest that these culinary innovations also contain additional
health promoting potential. Like the socalled "colourful grain varieties" like emmer
and einkorn wheat. Or barley, which did not
have a place in human diets for decades,
which, like oats, has proven to be a source
of ß-glucan. Other grain varieties like
kamut, durum wheat, einkorn, corn, purple
wheat, blue wheat, blue barley, as well as
red rice have high contents of potent antioxidants like carotenoids and phenols. This
makes the antioxidizing potential of certain
selected wholemeal flours comparable to
that of fruits and vegetables.
When however lower yielding varieties
display verifiably better nutritional values,
then the food quality debate in the future
will become even more blurred by the
debate on healthy nutrition. Here organics
can play all of its best cards - different than
through direct comparison with conventionally drawn "standard varieties":
Diversity of variety will remain the
domain of organic agriculture in the future
as well, which can secure unmistakeable
unique selling points of lower yielding
varieties - that go beyond seals of quality.
In the future, healthy nutrition will
be more closely linked to a clear quality
philosophy of the products. At least from
the point of view of the consumer there
will be no more "healthy food" where the
origin, processing and quality philosophy
aren't clear, transparently communicated
and objectively verifiable.

"Free from" or "less is more"
A central aspect of the future philosophy
of quality can be described with the slogan
"free from". Foods where certain ingredients are consciously left out are currently
experiencing a veritable boom in answer to
the wave of functional food products and
foods with an (alleged) "additional benefit"
(from vitamin-enriched breakfast flakes,
margarine with phytosterols to chocolate
snacks with added antioxidants) and also
as a reaction to the growing sensitivity
towards allergies and intolerances. Instead
of adapting foods to our lifestyle on the
basis of nutritional-physiological parameters, which is the declared objective of
Functional Food, the free-from products

This is because leaving ingredients out
obliges producers to find alternatives and
innovations thereby encouraging product
diversity. Instead of diverse mixed wheat
breads, today many bakeries provide breads
and pastries made with naked oats, spelt,
kamut, woodland shrubs and einkorn. To
expand the range bakers use chick pea,
lentil and bean flour thereby opening totally new, healthy and captivating culinary
worlds of flavour.
Natural cosmetic products - which are
steadily growing in number - also follow the
free-from concept. Because health doesn't
end with food. On the contrary: Everything
that comes close to our bodies (including
creams, lotions, shampoos and perfumes)
has a highly emotional charge. In terms
of a holistic health strategy, there is more
great potential for organics in the future in
this market segment in combination with
food. The requirement however is that
the natural cosmetics sector must at least
be ensured with organic criteria that is as
verifiable as in the food sector compared to
non-organic products.

What is applicable to the ecological
method of production should also apply
to healthy nutrition in the future: Priority
for culinary diversity and the research
thereof. In the future it won't be select
measures and/or individual products
that make the difference, but various
intertwining and coordinated steps that
make it easier to attain the demanding
goal of health.

INSPIRATION

Colourful grains

(e.g. cookies without wheat that are glutenfree) are targeting the individual needs
of sensitive consumers. They are thereby
indirectly also enriching the food diversity
of "normal eaters".

Healthy nutrition
is a social phenomenon
The journey towards health does not only
lead to a critical reflection of "wanting to
be healthy", "being able to be healthy" and
"having to be healthy". Health is not only
attained by removing the causes of disease,
instead it also emerges from the positive
things, by strengthening the things that
people value.
This brings us to completely new impulses when it comes to health. Social
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However, despite all the diversity: A person's identity, the image that one has of
oneself, strives towards coherence. Nobody
can simply keep reinventing themselves.
Striving towards a coherent self-image is
continued every day and influences the
decisions that we make. We often unconsciously seek out situations that help us to
be ourselves, to become ourselves and to
remain ourselves.

The "social factor" plays a particularly
large role when it comes to nutrition:
Eating is still - even in a collaborative and
highly-flexible society - the central social
event in daily life, whether in the form of
visiting a hamburger restaurant together
with a group of friends, lunch in the cafeteria with colleagues at work, at school or
in kindergarten or a dinner at home with
the family.

The organic scene can also provide consumers with sensible offers in this respect.
It not only offers them products that are
better for people, but for the environment
as well; products that are predominantly
produced in a fair manner with less animal
suffering and that fit with a concept of
health that goes far beyond physical wellbeing thereby providing an identity offer for
both producers and consumers.

Sustainably making healthy nutrition
mainstream in society means not only
expanding the range of products being
offered but also developing concepts that
assist the individual to eat a healthy and
balanced diet. Concepts that are not dominated by nutritional science advise, but
that encourage the "social event of eating"
despite individualisation and flexibility in
our daily lives.

Solving problems together.
Increased connectedness creates the basis
for "solving problems together" in the
future. In a kind of peer-group-individualism, one seeks out who to talk with, who
can make recommendations and who to
consider as a role model. At the same time,
this new type of interaction is not at all a
matter of fact and not well-practised: "Unease in society", as the French sociologist
Alain Ehrenberg puts it with his paradox of
"the individual and autonomy" versus "the
need for security and compulsion for selfdevelopment", requires a re-adjustment
between subject and society, between
individual freedom and taking on social responsibility. In short: There is neither just
the individual with his/her demands nor
just the system with its (mostly prefabricated) answers. Instead there is a new mix.
In this mix the mega-trend of Health shifts
our idea of healthy nutrition and leads us
54

towards new diversity. A diversity that includes sensitivities, substance, technology,
ideals, daily life, symbols, non-material as
well as material objects.

relationships are also an important influencing factor. They can make us sick or they
can make us healthy. This is demonstrated
by the success of "Weight Watchers" and is
also presented by Nicholas Christakis and
James Fowler in their book "Connected".
On the basis of obesity and smoking - based
on long-term studies - they have illustrated
to what extent the social sphere influences
individual behaviour. Getting "infected"
with more health takes place in groups of
people. People that are connected to lots
of "normal eaters", to people with "normal
weight" and "non-smokers" also live a more
healthy lifestyle.

Cooking is a health skill
The story of a product is what makes it
unique. When the production process can
be told, consumption becomes a sensory
experience - especially when the consumer
can re-tell the story. The success secret of
cooking shows, for example, is based on
this. They combine the product, the result
- food on the table - with an accompanying
narration. Cooking shows have a closer link
to daily lives than other narrative forms,
because they can be retold when one cooks
them oneself. The story of a consumer item
thereby becomes part of one's own story.
The success secret of cooking shows is that
they've tapped into the significance of the
indulgence market: They create identification opportunities by narrating and enable
a higher appreciation for meal times. Mere
consumption thereby turns into attentive
indulgence.
Cooking, especially cooking and eating
together, not only makes "sense" or
strengthens personal and social identity, it
is also a central aspect of individual health
competence. Experience shows that people
that frequently cook for themselves (beyond
heating up instant meals) have a more
varied and balanced diet. They enjoy a much
greater spectrum of foods and dishes than
the average person that primarily eats out or
of convenience eaters. As cooking know-how

Biography of organic health
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A large aspect of consumption is currently influenced by the hunt for a long,
healthy and fit life. An approach that is
addressed as "health" in the great style
of marketing with promises of wellbeing, services and equipment. It is
much more difficult to support people
on their path towards satisfaction in life
because things get much more complex in this area. However the coming
years will require the development of
this concept: Reflected offers that are
more tailored to the individual; offers
that address the increasing desire for
a renewed and deeper quality of life.
Revitalising this concept with new,
tangible content that can then be
addressed via specific services - this is
one of the big challenges.

BEST PRACTICE

Picture: Hangzhou TOOUT
Industrial Design

increases so does practical knowledge about
the quality of the primary products being
used as well as about careful, more healthy
methods of preparation. The classic organics
box "forces" people to "experiment" with
foods, because of its (seasonal) product
requirements, that one wouldn't buy at
the supermarket. The new service-friendly
delivery service also provides the right portion sizes, motivating recipes and cooking
instructions.

Measuring Spoon

The high-tech spoon for people
with diabetes
Awarded the coveted "RedDot Award" in 2013,
the Measuring Spoon is a revolutionary tool for
maintaining health while eating. For more and
more people it is becoming difficult to "taste" the
sugar and calorie content in foods and meals. This
practical combination of a measuring tool and
cutlery is the ideal device to easily measure the
content of sugar in foods while eating throughout
the day. The display shows different colours: If
the spoon turns blue the food can be enjoyed by
people with diabetes. Orange shows diabetics that
they can only eat a little of this food and red warns
them not to consume it.
www.red-dot.sg/en/online-exhibition/concept/?cod
e=1024&y=2013&c=15&a=0
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Indulgence for sensitive eaters

Gluten-free with full flavour
"Gluten-free" is the new motto for organic
customers. Allergies and food intolerances are
becoming an obstacle for more and more people
from freely being able to enjoy foods and "freefrom" products are an alternative. People who
experience vague feelings of discomfort are also
leaving out certain ingredients for a while more
frequently in order to see if it changes the way
they feel. The revenue is naturally very attractive
for business: "Free-from" products are generally
more expensive than "normal" alternatives, even
if they don't always taste good and aren't available everywhere. Charles Luce, and American
baker who has to maintain a gluten-free diet
himself, demonstrates that it doesn't have to be
this way: He developed his Luce’s Gluten-Free
Artisan Bread mix, which he is now distributing
online and America-wide.
www.lucegfbread.com
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Botanicus

Organic cooking school

Cosmetic innovation from
botanical gardens

Grünes Zebra cooks

It began with a visit to the Cambridge botanical
gardens and led, in addition to a close cooperation, to the extensive conversion of the private
historical estates around Prague. In the meantime
the Botanicus herb garden has grown to over
30 hectares and the natural cosmetic brand has
become a prime example of a European organic
company. Since 1996 there has been a shop in
Prague's city centre as well as a shop in Vienna
since 2005. The appreciation and application of
traditional healing knowledge combined with new
scientific findings is the basis of Botanicus product
development. The primary products originate from
their own production, processing is predominantly
done by hand.
www.botanicus-vienna.at/joomla25/

A vegan-vegetarian cooking school with an
international orientation that cooks seasonally
where healthiness and taste go hand in hand.
Irene Mösenbacher and Gabriele Gauper's cooking
school Grünes Zebra in Steiermark is the first
cooking school that has been organically certified
by the Austria Bio Garantie. At the same time it
has become a cooperation partner of Bio Austria
and is a link between regional organic producers
and consumers. Between May and September,
anyone who is interested can learn the basics
of vegetarian and vegan cooking in the cooking
school's organically cultivated garden. Not only
because you can look at everything that is growing
in the garden but also because the team has a
lot of experience and in addition to learning how
to cook, nutritional consulting and know-how on
cultivation, diversity of varieties and much more is
also on the programme.
www.grueneszebra.at

Picture: T.D.G. Vertriebs
GmbH & Co. KG
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Go Veggie!

The app for healthy indulgence
Awareness raising skincare

Stop The Water While Using Me!
Nomen est omen. Holistic health consciousness
goes beyond personal body care. The natural
cosmetic series Stop The Water While Using Me!
not only offers health-conscious consumers primary skincare products without synthetic scents,
colours or preservatives, no silicone, paraffin
or other mineral-oil based raw materials and is
made exclusively with natural essential oils, but
it also appeals directly for handling water in a
resource-conserving way with its brand name. The
trendy design is far from being an eco-cliché and
does not awaken associations with self-righteous
indoctrinations but simply encourages people to
conserve water at the place where it is used the
most: In the bathroom and during daily body care.
The ingredients used for hand soap, shower gel,
shampoo, conditioner, body lotion, hand balm and
toothpaste are just as biodegradable as the refillable packaging is recyclable, thereby satisfying
the growing demands of an environmentally
conscious society.
stop-the-water-while-using-me.com
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More and more people want to eat with more
awareness and are discovering vegetarian cuisine.
Go Veggie! for the iPhone and iPad shows all
the wealth of meatless cuisine - where nothing is
lacking. The app gives beginners a good entry into
vegetarian cooking and experienced individuals get
a successful change from vegetarian standards.
An accompanying glossary explains vegetarian
and vegan ingredients like seithan and tempeh for
example, traditional foods like pearl barley and
lentils or international ingredients like Japanese
sesame salt Gomasio. 40 of the recipes are vegan
and identified accordingly. The recipes also include
additional preparation tips, they can be sent via email and favourites can be highlighted. A practical
shopping list function is also included.
itunes.apple.com/at/app/go-veggie!/
id466260999?mt=8
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ORGANIC 3.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Just being a small niche is a thing of the past.
Organic products have long since become part of
mainstream consumer culture. They also have a good
reputation amongst average consumers, even if they don't
always end up in their shopping cart. If organic products are
to play a more central role in people's lives in the future, then
organic producers, organic stores and organic gastronomy need
to recognise early enough the direction in which the lives of
(potential) customers are developing, in order to react to the
changing needs of people by providing the right offers.
It isn't possible to predict the future. But with the help of
mega-trends, the big, worldwide operating drivers, that influence social development over the course of decades, it is also
possible to draw relevant conclusions about the future of organic products; outline reliable scenarios and point out development potential, which is of great relevance for the industry.
In this trend study, we refer primarily to the six mega-trends
that play a special role in the future of organics. Individualisation, connectivity, neo-ecology, globalisation, health and mobility. Proceeding from there, three relevant clusters have been
formed, which we have given special attention to in this study.
In our opinion, the upcoming challenges and opportunities
are becoming more consolidated in the areas of global culture,
the biography of organic health and daily organics. From this,
scenarios can be derived for organics 3.0. The present study is
a source of inspiration for the continuation of their successful
development.
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Advancing INDIVIDUALISATION
shows us quite plainly that nutrition is
being used more and more as a tool on the
search for our inner self. Individual foods,
the way they are produced, the recipe, origin,
but also self-compiled nutritional philosophies are increasingly becoming a means of
expression for the individual. The consumption of food communicates values; food is
being used as a tool for making the world a
better place or for provocation.

I

For Organic 3.0 this means:
The clearer the quality profile of organic products is defined, the easier they can develop
their symbolic effect.

II "The customer is king" - To consumers

of the 21st century this not only means
that they can select from a variety of products, not only that these products are also
produced the way they want them to be, but
also that they actually help them “sustainably” cope with daily life. That is why new
relationship qualities, customer integration,
the support you offer them so they can live
their own values daily - these factors are
decisive for market success. That is why
in the future, organics must be even more
intensely oriented towards people's daily
lives: Through better services, comprehensible and verifiable information, offensive
transparency and an active exchange with
consumers.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
Shift from exclusive concentration on
the product to focus on the needs of the
customers.

offers will no longer be considered to be
an advantage but instead to be a burden.
Consuming in the 21st century has become a
complex, permanent and highly networked
process of inspiring, informing, assessing,
selecting and purchasing beyond planned
and predictable processes.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
Service is more than just service. Service is
also the right design, sensible simplification
and support through technical innovations;
when labelling, purchasing (curated food),
cooking and preparing.

IV The power of networking (CONNEC-

TIVITY) permeates all areas of life. The
new organisation of people in networks throughout societies and worldwide - open
up great opportunities for the organics
scene. That's because networked thinking,
work in self-contained circuits and transparency for everyone involved has always
played an important role in organic agriculture. In global culture, the idea of resourcesparing, sustainable production and consumption beyond agricultural production is
gaining significance. In the last years, foods
and cosmetics in particular have scored
very well by seeming to satisfy the growing
expectations of consumers even without
meeting the strict organic criteria: "Natural
products" and "regional foods".

For Organic 3.0 this means:
Instead of defensively distancing from the
competition, in the future a broadened
strategy is necessary to continue to write the
holistic philosophy of organic agriculture for
the entire product cycle.

III This not only includes additional efforts

towards improving the organoleptic
and nutritional quality of primarily processed products as well. This also includes
the development of intelligent packaging
that actively assists the preservation of food
quality in terms of nutrients and freshness
("Active Packaging") while at the same time
taking the offensive in regard to the garbage
problem. This also includes gastronomical
offers (incl. take-away) and services that
contribute to overall complexity reduction.
At a certain point, the diversity of available
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V The concept of sharing, revolution-

ises our consumptive behaviour,
especially that of core organic consumers.
The culture of utilising - promoted by the
"Digital Natives" - as opposed to the culture
of possessing, is a possible sustainable
answer to the challenges of the present
and of our future. Sharing not only enables
better resource management in trade and

Biography
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in budgeting as well as systematic charity
activities; sharing also opens new perspectives on how to solve structural problems in
organic agriculture.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
The concept of sharing stimulates regional
cooperation - keyword Community Supported
Agriculture - and promotes the use of synergies between rural and urban areas. It binds
consumers closer to the production making
them "prosumers".

corresponding research initiatives - new
ways to distinguish themselves from
conventional products. There are signs
that indicate that more "health promoting
potential" (ingredients) can be found in
many varieties because of their neglected
efficiency and profit strategies.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
The return to old varieties of grains, fruit
and vegetables and the cultivation thereof in
organic agriculture must go hand in hand with
intensive research in order to gain points not
only with culinary alternatives, but also to
prove their suspected health potential.

VI The subject of HEALTH penetrates all

areas of life, influencing all markets
and industries. Health is the mega-trend,
which organics will also profit greatly from
in the future. After many years of selfexperimenting (diets, renouncing certain
ingredients etc.) the desire of many people
for holistic solutions is becoming evident
when it comes to health. It makes particular
sense for organics to focus hereby on the
principle of "Soft Health" instead of wearing
themselves down in senseless competition
over "healthy food" with "better nutritional
values" against conventional or even
adapted products (functional food). In the
same way that organic agriculture does not
consist of individual measures, healthy nutrition also is not a question of consumption
or the renouncement of certain foodstuffs.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
Healthy nutrition through the consumption of
organic foods alone is not attainable. This insight gives the organics sector the opportunity
to newly accentuate the discussion on healthy
nutrition and to guide the perspective away
from monocausal health promises to systematic relationships between general lifestyle,
nutrition and health.

VIII In the 21st century, the world is not

only characterised by increasing MOBILITY but also primarily by the increasing
variety of types of mobility. Conversely, this
promotes the strength and power of specific
locations where people enjoy spending their
time, locations that create identity and
that bring people together. It is sometimes
worthwhile for producers, processors and
providers not to be mobile themselves
and instead to become a real harbour for
customers. To become a place that is not
only defined by the sale of products but also
by an environment that inspires, enables
and connects, enabling sensory and sensible
experiences.

For Organic 3.0 this means:
Consumers consider organic products to be
more than just "products". The more opportunities you have to appreciate them fully, in
a cognitive and multi-sensory way in communicative exchange with others, the more
they become part of a complex self-concept.
This requires a special location that makes it
possible.

VII What is applicable to the ecological

method of production should also be
a benchmark for healthy nutrition in the
future. Priority for ecological diversity,
optimisation of culinary variety. This new
understanding of health argumentatively
leads organics out of the "health trap"
and nonetheless opens - accompanied by
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